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(ABSTRACT)

This research investigated applying Artifical Intelli-

gence (AI) methods to develop a scheduling and sequencing

system for parallel processors subject to pmeference, se-

quencing, and buffer inventory constraints. Specifically,

hierarchical planning and constraint-directed search were

used to develop a prototype scheduling system for a case

study problem.

This research also investigated dividing the scheduling

problem into sub-periods to allow parallel scheduling and

efficient handling of time-dependent constraints. The pro-

totype system uses problem constraints to define sub-period

boundaries, and determine which processors and jobs to in-

clude in the sub-period problems. It then solves the sub-

period schedules in sequence.

The prototype system was tested using operational data

from the case study and compared to schedules created by the l

case study scheduler. The prototype system produced sched-

ules very similar to the human scheduler, and relaxed con-



straints only slightly more than the scheduler in searching

for solutions. The success of the prototype system demon-

strated: l) the effectiveness of hierarchical planning and

constraint-directed search as methods for developing sched-

uling systems for parallel processors; 2) that constraint
l

satisfaction, as opposed to solving an objective function,““ ‘

is a useful alternative method for modeling scheduling prob-

lems; and 3) dividing the scheduling problem into sub-period

problems reduces the size of the search space encountered in

parallel scheduling while allowing fulfillment of time-

dependent constraints.
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This research investigates the application of Artificial
_

Intelligence (AI) methods for developing a production sched-"

uling system for parallel processors. Specifically, AI re-

search on planning and reasoning with constraints is applied

to develop a prototype scheduling system. This prototype

system demonstrates how these methodologies can be applied

in the context of a case study representing an actual pro-

duction operation.
· The research presented in this thesis should be of in-

terest to researchers and practionners in Industrial Engi-

neering, Operations Research, Management Science, Artificial

Intelligence, and Computer Science in that it provides a

concise example of how AI methods can be applied to develop

scheduling systems. In addition, this thesis investigates

dividing the scheduling period into sub-periods to allow

parallel scheduling of jobs and processors. By scheduling

in parallel, the prototype system is able to effectively
X handle sequencing, buffer inventory, and other time-dependent

constraints. Comparisons between the schedules produced by
l

the prototype system and those made by an experienced sched- i

uler give favorable results.~

l
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1,1 SCOPE OF TH§ PROBLgM

In many industries the complexity of production sched-

uling and sequencing problems make them attractive targets

for computerization [5]. While computers have become essen-

tial for processing the large volumes of data required for

production control, there has been limited success in auto-

mating the scheduling decision-making process, especially in

the short-term planning and real-time realms [10,53]. The

limited success is due to the complex and dynamic nature of

many scheduling problems

The growing need for control flexibility in production

systems is increasing the complexity of scheduling problems,

creating an even wider gap between applications and the tools

used to develop computer-based systems. The methods commonly

applied to these problems can be grouped into three catego-

ries: algorithmrc models (scheduling theory), heuristics

analyzed by discrete simulation, and human-computer inter-

action. While there are certain, very specific, problems

that can be solved by one or a combination of these tech-

niques, many scheduling problems cannot be solved by these

methods alone [10,53].

Recent research concerning AI suggests that AI methods

can provide a fourth approach to automating production

scheduling and sequencing decisions. Researchers at the

Carnegie-Mellon University Robotics Institute have investi-

Introduction v 2
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gated applying AI methodologies to solving industrial man-

agement problems [29]. One result of this effort is a job

shop scheduling program called ISIS (Intelligent Scheduling

and Information System) [9, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. This thesis

seeks to build upon the results of the ISIS research„ Spe- I

cifically, hierarchical planning and constraint-directed

Isearch are used to develop a scheduling system for a case
”

study involving parallel processors.
I[1.1,1 Seguegcial Vgggug Egggllel gghgduligg IISIS deals with the complexity of job shop scheduling

by scheduling sequentially, one job at a.time, and working [

through four levels of search. The ranking or order in which

jobs are selected for scheduling is based on a prioritizing
I

algorithm developed from a case study schedu1er's rules-of-

thumb. Recognizing that this sequential approach could lead
I

to less than good schedules, the developers of ISIS are I

working on a new version that will schedule orders in paral- I

lel. Parallel scheduling greatly increases the complexity

Ithe system must deal with. I
In parallel scheduling, all jobs and all processors are I

examined simultaneously, and scheduling decisions are made

based on finding the solutions that give the best results
I

over the total problem space. In some scheduling problems,
I

parallel scheduling is needed because of the nature of the
I

Introduction 3[
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constraints. Consider, for example, a parallel processor

system which supplies finite capacity buffers and has con-

straints on the legal sequences of products. A sequential

scheduling approach could require prohibitively large amounts

of backtracking because sequencing and buffer inventory level

constraints could not be tested until most of the jobs were

tentatively scheduled„ By scheduling in parallel, temporal

constraints could be tested as soon as a scheduling decision

is made. However, a prohibitively large search space would

be required if all production capacity and demand were ad-

dressed simultaneously.
X

In addition to scheduling jobs sequentially, ISIS cur-

rently has no limit to its planning horizon; it schedules all

orders it is aware of. This leads to developing detailed

schedules for months and years in advance, when as Fox ad-

mits, only a capacity analysis is needed. Even when a plan-

ning horizon is set, the resulting search space will still

be very large.

An alternative method for dealing with the complexity

and large search spaces described above would be to divide

the scheduling period into sub-periods that could be solved

as sub-problems. These sub-problems could.be easier to solve

because of the smaller search space and the decreased number

of variables that need to be addressed simultaneously. This

simplification of the scheduling problem could make parallel

scheduling approaches more computationally feasible.

EIntroduction 4 i



ISIS has provisions for selectively relaxing constraints i

when the space of solutions is overly constrained. Depending

on the type of constraint, the relaxation is applied across

the total planning horizon when in fact there was only one

point in time that was actually overly constrained. By

solving the schedule as sub-problems, constraints can be re-

laxed only in the sub-periods needed. Inordinate amounts of

constraint relaxation in a particular sub-period would pro-

vide an indication that there are problems during that time .

requiring special attention.

These sub-problems are usually not independent. Inter-

actions can arise because the ending state of one sub-problem

is exactly the intial state for the next sub-problem. Any

changes that affected the boundary conditions of one sub-

problem would have to be propagated to the adjacent sub-

problem„ The choosing of sub-period boundaries needs to be

based on identifying those points in time when the inter-
I

actions between sub-problems are udnimized. Hierarchical

planning could. help foresee sub—problem. interactions and

set-up the sub-problem parameters to minimize the need for

backtracking. ·

;,;,g Defggiggog of Iggmg

AI literature uses the word "planning" in a very spe-

cific sense that differs somewhat from its use in the liter-Introduction 5 Ä
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ature that addresses scheduling problems. To distinguish

between the meanings, in this thesis the following defi-

nitions will be used:

An AI methodology in which the objective is

to find a sequence of legal actions that will achieve one

or more goals. The concept is very general; process

planning can be considered a specific application of

planning in an industrial context.

R;gdgg;igg_Z1anning; For a given production operation,

determining the current production capacity, the type and

quantity of products to produce, and how to balance ca-

pacity and demand during the current planning period.

Lgagiggi Assigning specific products to specific

processors for specific scheduling periods.

§g5g5g5jgEg_ Determining the order of the products as-

· signed to a processor.

An aggregate term used to describe both

loading and sequencing.

There are three general classes of objects traditionally

considered to be part of the scheduling environment: men,
I

machines and inventory. Fox [31] developed an elaborate

"factory modeling language" for use in ISIS that hasfourlayers:

structure, basic semantics, world model and domainI

IIntroduction 6 }
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semantics. For this research, only a simple representation

of the objects found in the case study is needed. ,

The objects considered in this research are:

WBgggggggrgi The means for transforming materials from

one state to another. A p;ggg§§g;_§lg; is a fixed time

period that begins and ends at specific times for
,

producing a batch.

gggggmgggi The source of demand for products. In the

physical system addressed in this research, most demand

is stated as a constant rate rather than as discrete or-

ders. Therefore, the scheduling perspective is one of

satisfying consumers rather than filling orders.

Rrogggtsg The specification of the ingredients and de-

sired characteristics of the objects produced.

ßatghesi Specific products on specific processors at

specific points in time.

lgyggtgryi Batches in the system awaiting processors or

delivery to consumers.

;.2 BESEAßC§ OBg§Q1;y§§ p
The specific objectives of this research were to:

l. Investigate the use of hierarchical planning and

constraint-directed search in developing a prototype

Introduction 7
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scheduling system that incorporates knowledge and

heuristics from an experienced scheduler. The system

addresses a case study involving parallel processors that

supply in-process inventory buffers.

2. Investigate the approach of dividing the schedule period

into sub-period problems to allow scheduling in parallel

as a means of dealing with time-dependent constraints

with a minimum of backtracking.

3. Test the prototype system on actual operating data from

the case study for which the human scheduler has already

made schedules to measure the relative performance of the

prototype system.

The prototype AI scheduling system is meant to demon-

strate the feasibility of using AI techniques. It therefore

only addresses a subset of the industrial case study's ob-

jectives and constraints. This limiting of the system scope

avoided excessive expenditure of time and resources on de-

tails of the real-world physical problem and allowed atten-

tion to be focused on the design issues. The prototype

system provides a good base upon which a fully operational

scheduling system could be built.

The specific sub-objectives of this research were:

ß
l. Review the published literature concerning AImethodsapplicable

to scheduling problems. j



2. Gather data on the case study's existing operation and

manual scheduling method.

3. Analyze the data gathered to determine the operation's

objectives and constraints and to summarize the schedul-

‘ er's rules.
„_

4. Develop specifications for the prototype scheduling sys-

tem.
A

S. Develop a knowledge base for the prototype system.

6. Develop a hierarchical planning based control structure.

7. Develop methods to express constraints, use them to guide

the planner, and coordinate sub-problems.

8. Test and evaluate the completed scheduling system.

While this research focuses on a specific case study,

the developed structure and results are generalizable to a

variety of production and service industry scheduling and

sequencing problems. Algorithmic models, digital simulation

and interactive scheduling were not sufficent for developing

an operational scheduling system for the case study. The

results obtained from applying AI methods to this problem

provide insight into how AI methods could be applied to other

scheduling and sequencing problems that are not easily solv- ,

able with other methods. h
I
I
I
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1,} I§E CA§§ STUDY

The production operation used as a case study in this

thesis is a department within a large bulk material pro-

duction facility. This facility operates cu: a continuous,

24-hours per day, seven days per week basis. This department

is responsible for converting a liquid raw material into a

powder form for down-line departments, hereafter referred to

as consumers. By adding special ingredients, a variety of

final products can be produced. To meet consumer demand, 10

to 15 different products, out of about 150 possible products,

are in production at a given time. While the department op-

erates in a batch mode, the consumers are continuous proc-

esses which make no attempt to match their consumption rates

with a multiple of the product batch size. To interface

these two different operational modes, buffers are used to

connect the department with each consumer.

The department's production facilities consist of three

stages of parallel processors organized as a flow shop as

outlined in Figure l. While the material handling systems

that connect the stages of processors could be set up to

achieve a modified job shop organization (flow in one direc-

tion only), operating procedures dictate the specific se-

quence of processors used for a given set-up. All processors

operate on a fixed cycle time regardless of product type.

The combination of fixed processor sequences and fixed cycle

Introduction 10 :
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times creates a situation in which, from a scheduling view-

point, the department can be treated as a single stage par-

allel processor system supplying finite capacity buffers.

Each "aggregate processor" can be considered to have three

' sets of (sometime conflicting) attributes that correspond to

the processors in the given sequence.

In the early days of the department (l940's), the oper-

ators of the first stage processors created their own sched-

ules. As the variety of products grew and quality

requirements became stricter, it became necessary for these

separate schedules to be coordinated by a single scheduler.

Currently, a typical current schedule could have 1500 facto-

rial possible variations. Therefore, the scheduler must

learn to use knowledge of what methods werk well in different

situations, and use the processor and product constraints to

eliminate from consideration infeasible and poor schedules

in order to quickly find a good schedule.

While the scheduler normally works from eight i11 the

morning to five at night, schedule changes may be required

anytime during the 24-hour production. If shift foremen are

unable to modify the schedule, the scheduler must be con-

sulted. For this and several other reasons, the management

of this facility desires to replace the scheduler with a

computerized scheduling system that can be used by the shift

foremen to create schedules. Studies of' the scheduling

problem concluded that closed-form algorithmic solutions for



« I

I
schedule generation could not be easily developed, while

simulation-based and interactive scheduling systems would not I
provide the shift foremen with enough guidance to quickly

create schedules. I
There are many aspects of this problem that suggest an

AI-based approach:

1. The space of possible solutions is very large.

2. A variety of constraint knowledge must be applied to re-
Iduce the space of feasible solutions.

I
I

3. The definition of a good schedule is subjective and not

easily quantifiable. I4. The problem is dynamic in that products and process re-

quirements are constantly changing. I
5. The scheduler works by creating general plans that are

abstractions of the problem and then successively refines

them until a detailed schedule is created. I
6. Management wants to make the scheduler’s expertise

available to the shift foremen in a computer—based for- I

mat. I

Appendix A presents the complete analysis of the case study. I

I
I
I
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The thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter Two

briefly reviews the literature in scheduling theory,

simulation-based scheduling, and interactive scheduling, and

in more detail reviews the current research in expert sys-

tems, planning, reasoning with constraints, and applications

of AI methods to scheduling. Chapter Three presents the

specifications for prototype scheduling system. Chapter Four

discusses developing the system's knowledge base and control

structure, how it breaks the schedule into sub-schedules, and
how it uses constraints. Chapter Five presents the results

from system tests and analyzes these results. Chapter Six

summarizes the research, presents conclusions and suggests

areas for further research. J
J
J
J

Introduction 14
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'The first major section of this literature review

briefly outlines the research in scheduling theory,

simulation-based heuristic scheduling, and

interactivescheduling.The remainder of this chapter reviews the AI

research applicable to production scheduling and sequencing.The AI literature review is organized into fiveareas:1.
Heuristic Search

2. Expert Systems N

3. Planning
i4. Reasoning WithConstraints5.

AI-Based SchedulingSystems.2,;

TRA¤;IIONAL AEEß0AC§E§IQN

Until the development of ISIS, which used AI methods,

the methods used for developing computer-based scheduling

systems included: scheduling theory, simulation-based

heuristic scheduling, and interactive scheduling. Research

on these methods is found in the literature of several dis- f
ciplines, including* Operations Research„ Industrial. Engi-

neering, and Management Science. In cases where a

closed-form solution can be derived for the system of an ob-

Literature Review 15 ’
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jective function and constraints, a scheduling theory ap-

proach would probably be computationally more efficient than

AI methods [28]. When a predictive model of a production

system's behavior under different decision rules is needed,

simulation. ‘modeling* approaches would be appropriate.

AI-based scheduling systems like ISIS are interactive;

therefore the research in interactive scheduling may provide

insights useful in developing AI-based scheduling systems.

g.;.; gcbeduling Ihgggy

Baker defines scheduling theory as being concerned pri-

marily with mathematical models which begin with 21 trans-

lation of decision-making goals into an explicit objective

function and decision-making restrictions into explicit con-

straints [3]. Literature surveys of scheduling theory re-

search include: [4, 5, 8, li; 17, 20, Zlx 42, 43, 61, 69,

· 18] 80, 84, 86]Ä Four categories of models are addressed in

the literature [3, 15, 35, 43]:

1. Single Processor - Single Operation
’

2. Parallel Processors - Single Operation

_ 3. Flow Shop - Multiple Operations

4. Job Shop - Multiple Operations.

Literature Review ·
16 I

I



The research presented in this thesis involves a flow shop

with multiple operations that, from a scheduling perspective,

can be modeled as parallel processors with a single opera-

tion. Therefore, the remainder of this section focuses on

parallel processor research as an illustration of the limi-

tations of scheduling theory in problems like the one ad-

dressed in this research.

While several different objective functions are ad-

dressed in parallel processor research [3, 18, 43], the ob-

jective function which most closely represents this

research's objective is the minimization of change-over

costs. Parker et. al. [70] used the equivalence between the

parallel processor minimum change-over cost problem and the

vehicle routing distance minimization problem to find sched-

uling heuristics. Dogramaci [18] used dynamic programming

to develop an algorithm for solving parallel processor prob-

lems with general cost functions.

Both of these approaches are only applicable to problems

with very specific and limited constraint sets. Many sched-

uling problems, such as those addressed in this thesis, in-

clude a much wider range of constraints. Graves [43] and

. King [53] observed that actual scheduling problems frequently

have unique characteristics that prevent exact classification

and require problem-specific formulations. Further, they

noted that the complexity of these formulations prohibits

Literature Review 17 [



I
solving for optimal solutions with math programming methods,

:and therefore recommended the use of heuristic methods. l

2,1,; Simulation-gased Heuristic gcggdgligg

In production systems that can be modeled as networks

of queues, scheduling decisions can be made dynamically in-„

stemd of all at once as in the case of static scheduling

theory. Heuristic dispatching rules are used to select the

next job from a queue each time a processor becomes avail-

able. Simulation analysis is used to study the effects of

different dispatching rules or combinations of rules used in

a production system. Dispatching rules based on slack time

have given the best results in most of the research conducted I
[5]. Literature surveys that cover simulation-based I

heuristic scheduling include [5, 8, 17, 61, 69, 84].
E

Because simulation-based heuristic schedulingsystemsare

purely predictive, they cannot by themselves automate

scheduling problems. What they can do is provide human

schedulers or AI-based systems with information on the prob-

able results of scheduling decisions.

I
I The basic concept of interactive scheduling has ahumanand

a computer combined in a decisionesolution loop [44]. I

I
Literature Review 18 II_- ,1,II
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The human evaluates the current solution form, and, using the

person's experience and abilities in perception, pattern re-

cognition, model recognition and sensitivity, makes decisions

which the computer then incorporates and uses to update the

solution [44]. This process is repeated until the human de-

cides the solution is satisfactory. In this way the com-

plexities of job-shop scheduling are handled using the

strengths of both humans and computers.

There are three basic types of interactive scheduling

. systems [96]: manual, computerized and simulated. In.manual

systems, the computer acts simply as an electronic book-

keeper for the scheduler. In computerized nsystems, a

heuristic is used to create a suggested schedule which the

scheduler can modify. In simulated systems, a deterministic

model projects the potential effects of a scheduler's deci-

sions, allowing the scheduler to ask "What if?" questions.

Godin's 1978 paper [39] is the only known published

survey of interactive scheduling. Godin provides a compre-

hensive list of references on interactive scheduling research

and operational systems. Besides reviewing industrial ap-

plications, Godin includes systems from a wide variety of

disciplines including: river regulation, regional blood

supply, and spacecraft mission support. To illustrate his

conclusion that interactive scheduling research has barely

scratched the surface of the area, he summarizes the research

findings and operational experiences through 1978 as a list

Literature Review 19
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of almost common sense conclusions. Because of these meager

findings, Godin laments the lack of work in the area compared

to areas like job shop dispatching rules, and proposes some

hypotheses to attempt to account for the gap between the po-

tential and practice of interactive scheduling.

Since Godin's 1978 survey, the low level of work on

interactive scheduling systems that Godin observed does not

appear to have changed. Nichols et. al. [66] used a manual
I

interactive scheduling system to minimize makespan on paral-

lel processors. After a reasonable amount of learning time,

optimality was found in all trials even though there was no

guarantee that the interactive method would find the optimal

solution. Hurrion [51] compared visual interactive simu-

lation of a job shop scheduling problem to batch simulation

and found that the interactive system performed better than

Ithe batch system in all tests. I
Chan and Greafe [12] developed an interactive scheduling I

system for assigning customer orders to time slots in

aprintingshop, which in use reduced setup downtimes by ten

percent. Jones, Domich, Maxwell and Dill [52] developed a

prototype system, GRASS (GRAphical Scheduling System), for

use in undergraduate IEOR classes at Cornell University. I

Harmonosky [45] researched the use of self-imposed default I

threshold values for notifying the scheduler of changing shop I
conditions. Aonuma et. al. [2] used linear programming rou- I

I
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tines in an interactive scheduling system to schedule pro-

duction at an oil refinery.

While research and experience has demostrated the fea-

sibility of interactive scheduling systems, many questions

remain. Some important questions not addressed by the lit-

erature [96] that are needed for integrating Al-based and
interactive scheduling systems include:

1. What are the bounds on human capabilities in interactive .

scheduling problems?

2. What type and quantity of information must be displayed
_‘ for optimum human performance?

3. How can the information be displayed for optimum human

performance?

g,g ABIIF;C§ALBarr

and Feigenbaum [6] define artificial intelligence
as:

[

The part of computer science concerned with designing
intelligent computer systems, that is, systems that
exhibit the characteristics we associate with intelli-
gence in human behavior - understanding langauge,
learning, reasoning, solving problems, and so on.

This thesis is concerned with examining and applying methods. Ifor duplicating the performance of a human scheduler with a I

computer. Whether the resulting scheduling system canbesaid

to exhibit "intelligent" behavior is not a concern of y
ILiterature Review 21 Ä
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this thesis. The review and application of AI methods is I

' solely concerned with achieving a satisfactory level of per- :
formance for the scheduling system. The following sections, I
organized by methodologies, review AI research pertinent

todevelopingautomated scheduling systems. For a review of AI

research from a historical perspective see [6].

g,g,; Heugistig ggarch

Search and state space representation are two of the

most fundamental methods used in AI research [6, 71]. Given

an initial state, one or more goal states, a set of operators

for moving between states in the state space, and a control

strategy for selecting operators; many problems can be re-

presented as a search to find one or more paths between the

initial state and the goal states. Search can be forward,

backward or bidirectional in its movement between intial and

goal states. Because many state spaces are too large to

search. blindly, search. control strategies ·use .heuristics

which give information about the properties of the state

space.

One group of heuristic search methods, called ordered

search or best-first search, work by always moving to the

next state that appears to give the best result according to

the heuristic function [67]. The A* algorithm is a type <xf

ordered search that finds the minimal cost path between

theLiteratureReview 22
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I

initial and goal states as determined by an evaluation func- I
I

, tion [46]. This algorithm is similar to the branch and bound I
I

technique of operations research, and some researchers have
I

recently proposed that both of these methods arespecialcases

of a more general method [56, 63, 65].
I

Simple heuristic searches are by themselves not powerful I
enough to solve real scheduling problems. However, search

is the basis for many other AI methods and therefore will

very likely be incorporated in any AI based scheduling sys-

tem. All of the AI methods discussed in the remainder of this

review incorporate search to some degree. Introductory dis-
I

cussions of search are found in [6, 67, 71]. II
I

g,g.g Eggegt äygtegg
I
I

While the prototype scheduling system developed in this I
I

research is not an expert system, its design is based in part

on the knowledge and methods of the case study scheduler.

Research in expert system's can gives insights into how human

knowledge and methods can be incorporated into a scheduling

system. I

Stefik et. al. [91] give the following definition of

expert systems: _ I
Expert systems are problem-solving programs that solve I
substantial problems generally conceded as being
dif-ficultand requiring expertise. They are called know- I
ledge based because their performance depends I

I
I I
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critically on the use of facts and heuristics used by
experts.

The concept of expert systems arose when AI researchers re-

alized that large amounts of specialized knowledge, rather

' than a high intelligence quotient, characterized many impor-

tant types of intelligent behavior. Specific expert systems

were developed to solve problems in narrow domains where

large amounts of fragmentary, judgemental and heuristic

knowledge were needed and when alternative technologies were

too limited [49]. Expert systems differ from traditional

algorithmic methods in that problem-solving methods are ex-

plicitly stated 111 a knowledge base rather than appearing

implicitly as part of the coding of the program [64].

The basic components common to all expert systems in-

clude: _a knowledge base, a control structure and working

memory [36]. More advanced systems may also include: a

knowledge acquisition system, a natural language user inter-

face, and an explanation system. Figure 2 gives a pictorial

representation of the relationships between these components,

and each of these components will be defined in the following

paragraphs.

The knowledge base contains rules, heuristics and facts

specific to the problem domain. A„variety of methods have

been used to represent this knowledge. Nau [64] distin- [
guishes between two types of knowledge found inknowledgebases:

declarative and procedural. Declarative knowledge
4

[
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Figure 2. Basic Structure of an Expert System
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· I
includes facts about the domain and the current state of the Hdomain. I

Methods for expressing declarative Iknowledge include ]

first order predicate logic, frames and semantic nets. First l
order predicate logic (FOPL) represents facts and conditional

'

clauses as predicates for which specific instances of vari-
“

able bindings have been found„ For example, the assertion

"X LIKES Y" would be represented in FOPL as LIKES(X Y). If

"dog" and "cat" were found in the knowledge base as specific

instances of the variables, the assertion could be
instantiated as LIKES(dog cat). Frames [60] are data struc-

tures in which knowledge about a particular object or event

are stored, sometimes including constraints on values or de-

fault values. Semantic nets [85] represent objects as nodes

in a graph and the relationships between them are represented

by labeled arcs.
Procedural knowledge describes how to solve the domain

problem. Methods for expressing procedural knowledge include

pattern-invoked programs, production rules and logical rep-

resentations. Pattern-invokmd programs are not called as

subroutines but are activated by the control structure when-

ever certain conditions hold in the data [64]. Production
rules are a specific type of pattern-invoking program in the

fomm of "IF condition THEN primitive action" [48]. Logical
representations such as FOPL can express procedural knowledge

in the form of conditional clauses [67].
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In recent expert systems, different knowledge represen-

tation methods are combined in order to take advantage of the

strengths of each. Aikin [1] used a combinatidn of frames

and production rules in an expert system called CENTAUR that

interprets measurements from lung function tests. CENTAUR

uses the frames to represent prototypical situations. When

the current data matches a frame, the frame triggérs pro-

duction rules pertinent to the current situation. Introduc-

tory discussions of knowledge representation. methods are

included in [6, 67, 71].

The control structure provides the strategy for acting

upon the knowledge base to derive answers and solutions. In

theory it is domain independent because it only interprets

the domain-specific knowledge base. By substituting a dif-

ferent knowledge base, a new expert system could be created.

While a variety of control strategies have been used, goal-

directed backward chaining is the most commonly used [49].

Stefik et. al. [91] present a prescriptive guide for building

expert systems based on the nature of the problem being ad-

dressed, and Gevarter [36] summarizes the examples in his

guide in a table format. The scheduling problem addressed

in this thesis falls under Stefik et. al's classification of

problems with large search spaces and interacting sub-

problems. For these types of problems, they recommend using [

hierarchical planning and constraint propagation.

Thesemethodswill be discussed in detail later in this review.
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The working memory stores the current status of the

solution as the system works through a problem [98]. Because

developing expert systems is an iterative process involving

domain experts who are not necessarily familiar with expert

systems methods, knowledge acquisition systems are'used to

provide aa user-friendly and efficient means to update the

knowledge base [48]. Users of expert systems are interested

in solving problems, not learning computer lingo, so natural

language interfaces are developed to make the system easy to

use. In many applications, users want to know why the expert

system came to the conclusion it did to check its reasoning,

so an explanation system is provided to explain the expert

system's line of reasoning on demand [48, 98].

Duda [19] gives the following prerequisites for a suc-

cessful expert system:

1. There must be at least one human expert acknowledged to

perform the task well.

2. The primary source of the expert's execeptional perform-

ance must be special knowledge, judgement, and experi-

ence. ·

. 3. The expert must be able to explain the special knowledge

and experience and the methods used to apply them to

particular problems.

4. The task must have a well-bounded domain of application.
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The scheduling problems addressed in this thesis fit each of I

these prerequisites in that there is an expert scheduler who

has special knowledge and experience that can be explained,

and the scheduling objectives and constraints provide suffi-

cient bounds on the problem.

Examples of expert systems that are currently in regular

use include:

1. DENDRAL - analyzes chemical instrument data to determine

the structure of organic molecules [25].

2. MACSYMA - performs symbolic integrations [62].

3. ONCOCIN - assists physicians in the routine care of can-

cer patients [57].

4. R1 (XCON) - develops layout configurations for VAX com-

puter systems [59]. :
1
1

· Summary descriptions of existing expert systems can be found
:

in [6, 19, 36, 37, 38, 54, 64]. Expert scheduling systems
:will be discussed in detail later in this review.1

g,g,3 Elagging ~·
1
1

One area of research in AI is refered to as "planning"; :
the objective being to find a sequence of legal actions that :
will achieve one or more goals. In this thesis, scheduling

Z
and sequencing problems are viewed as planning problems in '

1
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which the legal operations are the assignment of products to 2
processors in a time-dependent sequence that achieves a given

2
objective function. This section of the review provides a

brief overview of the different approaches to planning and

discusses some representative systems.
:

Cohen and Feigenbaum [14] group planning approaches into *
four categories:

E
1. Nonhierarchical i

2. Hierarchical

3. Script-based or skeletal :

4. Opportunistic. :2
Nonhierarchical planners have only one representation of a

plan, as opposed to hierarchical planners which have a hier- 2

archy of representations that progress from a primitive level 2
up through increasingly abstract levels. The levels of ab- I

straction allow hierarchical planners to defer dealing with

details and thereby reduce the work required to find sol- 2
utions. Script-based planners [79] use a store of plans in- 2
stead of generating a new plan for each problem. After 2
selecting a plan script, the planner then uses large amounts 2
of domain specific knowledge to fill in the abstract steps.

Opportunistic planning is a model of human planning developed 2
by Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth [47] in which plans are devel- 2
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oped piecewise at all levels of abstraction as opportunities

present themselves.

One of the earliest problem-solving programs, GPS [23],

laid the foundation for later planning research. Newell and

Simon introduced the technique of "means-end analysis" in
·

which GPS would compare the initial and goal states, deter-

mine the difference between these states, and look for oper-

ators that could reduce this difference. Differences

remaining after application of these operators become sub-

problems to be solved recursively. GPS also uses a hierar-

chical planning* approach. where planning is performed at

different levels of abstraction in order to work from the

highest, least detailed levels to the lower, more detailed

levels. This approach reduces the size of the search space

by deferring lower level details (which tend to have very

large search spaces) until the higher levels have determined

the most likely areas of interest.

Fikes and Nilsson [27] developed the nonhierarchical

planner STRIPS for robot path planning. In STRIPS, predicate

calculus is used to represent operators as rules with pre-

conditions and post-conditions. Planning is accomplished

using means-end analysis and theorem proving. While STRIPS

demonstrates a certain degree of general problem solving

ability, it requires a large amount of computation to solve

even simple problems due to its non-hierarchical structure.
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The first robot path planner to appear in the literature

that used hierarchical planning was LAWALY [81], developed

by Siklossy and Dreussi in 1972. LAWALY avoided the search

space problems of STRIPS by defining "hierarchies of sub-

tasks" for given sets of goals and operators. Sub-goals and

operators are assigned a ranking based on the degree to which

the robot could undo them, i.e., a box's color has the high-

est rank because the robot cannot change it, while the r;L

bot's current position has the lowest rank. LAWALY attempts

to solve a problem starting with the highest ranked group,

and does not backtrack between groups.

The program DISPROVER, developed by Siklossy and Roach

[82], was used in conjunction with LAWALY when interactions

between sub-goals prevented LAWALY from finding a solution.

DISPROVER attempts to prove that a given goal cannot be

achieved, using a technique the developers named "hereditary

partitions". When LAWALY cannot find a solution to El prob-

lem, the problem is passed to DISPROVER. If DISPROVER can

prove that there is no solution, the problem is "solved".

If DISPROVER cannot prove that there is no solution, the

partitioning it created gives LAWALY suggestions on how to

sub-divide the problem so that it can be solved.

Sacerdoti improved the efficiency of STRIPS with the

hierarchical planner ABSTRIPS [75] by using "criticality

levels". In ABSTRIPS, the pre-conditions of the predicates
are divided into a planning hierarchy by assigning them a
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number that represents the generality or detailedness of the

predicate°in the planning problem. ABSTRIPS develops plans

using "length—first expansion" on each level of abstraction;

that is, a complete plan for solving the problem was devel-

oped at each planning level. The lowest level contains the

primitive operators needed to specify an executable plan.

Sacerdoti took a new approach to hierarchical planning

wiüh NOAH [76, 77], where plans are expressed as multi-

layered graphs called "procedural nets". Each layer repres-

ents a level of abstraction and has its own specific

operators represented by the nodes of the graph. Each node

in a layer is linked to children nodes in the layer below that

give the details of how the higher level operator could be

accomplished. NOAH uses a "least commitment" approach that

avoids specifying the sequencing of operators until it is

required to by interactions between operators. "Critics" "
examine plans for conflicts and interactions, then solve them

by specifying the sequence of nodes in the graph that resolve

the problems.
E

The nonhierarchical planner, HACKER, developed by

Sussman [92], attempts to deal with interactions between.plan

steps by using a "debugging" approach. Using the "linearity

assumption", where the solution to a conjunction of goals is

assumed to be a non-interacting sequence of goals, an intial

plan is created. Because the result of an operator could be

undone by a subsequent operator, HACKER uses critics to rec- ]D
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ognize these problems and change the order of operators to

· correct them. This approach requires a large amount of work

to create feasible plans.

Stefik [88, 90] used a "meta-planning" (planning about

planning) approach to hierarchical planning in MOLGEN, a

planner that designed genetic engineering experiments.

MoLcEN's control structure consists of strategy, design, and

domain layers, where each layer selects the operators to use

in the next lower layer. The domain layer contains knowledge

about laboratory objects and operators. The design layer

operators reason about possible sequences of domain operators

to achieve goals; in AI terminology this layer does "plan-

ning". The strategy layer performs "meta-planning" by se-

lecting the design layer steps.

Fox used a hierarchical planning approach to job shop

scheduling with ISIS [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. The first layer

uses a prioritizing algorithm to select the next order to be

scheduled. The second layer performs a current capacity

analysis of the shop. The third layer creates a process plan

specifying the resources required to produce the order. The

fourth layer reserves the resources for the order. At each

layer, a search is conducted to find the assignments that

best satisfy the constraints. Assignments made at each layer

are communicated to the next lower layer as constraints on

that layer's search space.
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Vere developed a planner called DEVISER [94] for sched-

I
uling multiple goals with time constraints. DEVISER is a I
hierarchical planner similar to NOAH with the added abilities I
for reasoning about time. Its core planner generates plans I

through backward chaining from unordered subgoals using three I
basic operations: linking, node expansion, and conflict de- I
tection and resolution. Linking occurs when a goal node is

achieved by an existing node in the plan. Node expansion
I

occurs when a subgoal cannot be achieved by linking and so

new subgoals must be created. Whenever a node is expanded,

w conflicts may arise which,must be resolved.by ordering nodes.

An example of a skeletal planning approach is the KNOBS

system developed by Engelman et al. [22] for planning tac-

Itical air strikes. Frames are used to represent

stereotypical missions with the frames' slot values checked
by constraints. The program works interactively, providing

I
an outline of a typical mission and prompting for the spe-cific information and decisions needed from the user. IThe AI research in planning can be summarized by ob-

serving a trend toward increasing usage of hierarchical ar-

Ichitectures. The trend is due to the ability of hierarchical

. planners to greatly reduce the searching required to find and
I

evaluate plans. The combinatorial nature of many industrial I
scheduling problems suggests the need for a hierarchical ap-

I
proach. Therefore, the hierarchical planners of AI research II

I
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may be able to provide useful frameworks for approaching in-

dustrial scheduling and sequencing problems.

2,;.4 Reasogigg witb constraigtg

Knowledge in many problem domains can be expressed as

constraints on the space of possible solutions [31, 89].

Most of the planning systems discussed in the previous sec-

tion used some form of constraint knowledge to guide the plan

development. Some of the ways constraints are used include:

bounding the search space, communicating decisions between

abstraction layers, identifying and resolving interactions

between sub-problems, and guiding searches toward the more

promising areas of the search space [89]. Production sched-

uling and sequencing can be viewed as complex constraint

satisfaction problems [31]. This section will review re-

search in reasoning with constraints in order to examine how

constraints are used in planning systems and as a framework

for modeling scheduling and sequencing problems.

"Constraint. satisfaction? methods bound the solution

space with constraints that are specified in the initial

problem statement. Linear programming and backtracking both

use this approach. In 1970, Fikes reported a system called

REF-ARE [26] for solving discrete numeric and symbolic con-

straint satisfaction problems. In REF—ARF, by using con-

straints on the values of variables, the set of possible
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values is reduced until a feasible solution for all variables

is found. This approach greatly reduced the amount of back-

tracking needed to find solutions to problems compared to

some of the heuristic search methods of the time.

Sussman and Steele [93] developed a language called

CONSTRAINTS for representing electrical circuits as networks

of constraint. In CONSTRAINTS, each node has aux associated

rule for describing its effect on the values of the incident

arcs. If the value of an arc changes, "constraint propa-

gation" is used to carry the resulting effects through the

rest of the arcs in the network and to test for inconsistent

values.

According to Stefik [88, 89], constraint satisfaction

methods can not provide a framework for hierarchical reason-

ing· because they require complete specification of con-

straints before problem, solving'Ibegins. To incorporate

constraints into his hierarchical planner, MOLGEN, Stefik

developed za technique he termed "constraint posting". This

approach allows constraints to be introduced, dynamically

during the solution process at multiple levels of ab-

straction.

Constraint posting involves three distinct steps: con-

straint formulation, constraint propagation, and constraint

satisfaction. Constraint formulation is the dynamic creation

of constraints during planning, which allows some decisions

to be deferred while planning continues to other sub-
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problems. Constraint propagation helps MOLGEN anticipate

interactions between sub-problems by communicating repres-

entations of constraints between them. Constraint satisfac-

tion operates in a manner analogous to previous constraint

satisfaction research in achieving solutions. Constraint

posting enabled MOLGEN to deal with interactions between g
sub-problems without backtracking.

Fox used constraints in ISIS [30, 31, 34] to bound the

search space while allowing the constraints to be selectively

relaxed when the solution space was overly constrained.

Commuincation from one layer of planning to the next lower

layer is accomplished by using constraints to limit the

search space of the lower level. Some of the objectives of

Fox's research concerned identifying types of constraints

found in a job shop scheduling environment and developing

methods for representing these constraints in a problem-

solving system. The representation method developed included

provisions for expressing constraint conflict, importance,

interaction and obligation, and allowing the dynamic gener-

ation of constraints.

2,;.5 A;-Based gcbgguligg §y§;gm§

ISIS is the only AI-based scheduling system for an in-

dustrial scheduling and sequencing application that has been

reported in the literature [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Several
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other systems perform scheduling in other application areas,

and studing these systems can provide insights into how AI

methods could be used in solving industrial scheduling and

sequencing problems. This section will briefly review some

AI-based scheduling systems and conclude with a discussion .

of ISIS.

NUDGE, developed by Goldstein and Roberts [4l], was one

of the first AI-based scheduling programs to be reported.

By accepting informal requests for meetings, it maintains an

appointment calendar while monitoring the progress of work-

er's sub—goals and alerting managers of upcoming deadlines.

NUDGE regards scheduling requests as specific instances of

generic frames, so this aspect of NUDGE’s architecture can

be described as script-based or skeletal. Conflicts are re-

solved by the domain-independent BARGAIN program [40], a

non-hierarchical planner that uses debugging to solve con-

flicts in linear plans.

DEVISER [94] generates parallel plans for spacecraft

whose mission is to photograph objects in space. Parallel I

plans were needed because the spacecraft could execute se-
,

veral actions simultaneously. Goals in this application are ,

time dependent, so DEVISER accepts time constraints aswellas

sequence and pre-condition constraints. External eventsnot under the planner's control can also be includedaseventsin the plan. Plans are represented by a PERT chart- [[
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like network of operation nodes that give the nominal start

time for each activity.

Fox indicated in his dissertation [31] that Fukumori has

developed a train scheduling system for determining arrival

and departure times. The system viewed the track and

stations as resources to be scheduled for a train following

a specific route. Scheduling started with time intervals or

"fuzzy" times for events to occur within. The system uses

constraints to reduce the size of the intervals.

Digital Equipment Corporation, (DEC) working 'with

McDermott and Haley of Carnegie-Mellon University, developed

a high-level scheduling system called ISA [68]. ISA provides

corporate sales personnel with firm delivery dates for cus-

tomer orders by reserving inventory and production capacity

on an aggregate, plant level. ISA is based on production

rules that represent expert scheduler's rules-of-thumb used

in manually scheduling orders. After several field tests and

modifications, DEC is using ISA as part of its standard order

entry system in certain divisions.

ISIS [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] uses aa constraint-directed

seardh approach to schedule a job shop. The research that

led to ISIS was based on a study of the Westinghouse Turbine

Component Plant in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The re-

searchers found that the schedulers spent only 10 to 20 per-

cent of their time actually scheduling and 80 to 90 percent

of their time communicating with other employees to find out
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what constraints were applicable to specific orders. The

·
high complexity associated with attempting to meet all these

constraints led to inefficient schedules with high work-in-

process times, order tardiness and low machine utilization.

Because constraints were the overriding factor in this situ-

ation, the researchers chose to use a hierarchical

constraint-directed search approach to automating the sched-

uling function.

The general categories of constraints included in ISIS

are: organizational goals, physical constraints, causal re-

strictions, availability constraints, and preference con-

straints. The levels of search, from top to bottom, include

order selection, capacity analysis, resource analysis, and

resource reservation. Specific constraints are incorporated

at the levels where they are most applicable. More specific

details of the ISIS architecture were discussed in previous

sections of this review.
i

The capabilities of ISIS include: selective constraint

relaxation, dynamic new order scheduling, dynamic shop status

updating, and interactive scheduling with flagging of poorly

satisfied constraints. The only testing of ISIS reported to

date has been on simulated orders. V/

1
1
1
1
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g , 3 SUMMAßY Q
In summary, the literature indicates that:

1. State space search is a fundamental tool incorportated

in most AI methodologies.

2. Expert system methodologies provide the means to capture

and apply some aspects of expert's knowledge and skills.

3. Hierarchical planning systems provide a logical framework

for expressing problems such as those found in scheduling

environments.
4. Constraints can be used by planners to communicate be-

tween different levels of abstraction and to coordinate
sub-problems.

5. Of the research on AI-based scheduling, ISIS is the only

system that specifically addresses a production opera-

tion. While ISIS has demonstrated the applicability of

AI methodologies to production scheduling problems, it

has just scratched the surface of this area.
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The prototype scheduling system only addresses a subset

of the objectives, constraints, methods, and other knowledge

found in the case study's physical system. Limiting the

scope of the system in this manner allows attention to be

focused on the fundamental design issues associated with re-

presenting and solving the scheduling problem using AI meth-

ods. This subset must be explicitly defined so that

realistic performance criteria for the prototype system can

be set and objectively evaluated.

In most expert systems development w¤¤k to date, the
w

prototype system was very loosely defined and only had im-

plicit performance criteria [48]. The objective of many

prototype systems was to provide a tool to facilitate defin-

ing the expert's knowledge and testing representation meth-

ods. In this thesis, performance measurement is aa specific

research objective, hence the need for a system specifica-

tion. ·

ärl.EBQIQIIEE.51§I§M.Q§¥ELQEM§NI.§I§E§ -

The procedure used to develop the prototype system was

derived from reports that summarize expert system designer's

experiences [48, 98], and corresponds to the research sub-
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objectives presented, in. Chapter· One. While these sub-

objectives are listed in the approximate order of execution,

developing the prototype system was actually an iterative

process. Questions arising during later steps required re-

peating parts of earlier steps. The steps utilized in de-

veloping the prototype system are:

1. Gather data on the physical system.

2. Analyze the physical system.

3. Specify the prototype scheduling system.

4. Develop the knowledge base.

5. Develop the hierarchical planning based control struc-

ture.

6. Develop methods to represent and use constraints.

7. System tests.

Appendix A presents the results of the first two steps. This

chapter presents the specifications of the prototype system.

Chapter Four presents the results of steps 4, 5, and 6.

Chapter Five presents the system tests, their results, and

analysis.

The prototype system,was written in Virginia Tech Prolog
[73], which runs in an interpreted mode on a VAX 11/78O under
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VMS. Several features of Prolog allowed rapid development

of the prototype system, including:

1. Facility for expressing arbitrary relationships between

objects as predicate clauses.

2. Pattern matching capabilities.

3. List processingfunctions.4.

Automatic backtracking of program control when a line of

execution fails.

The prototype system makes extensive use of these features

to develop and search the sets of feasible schedules.

Clocksin and MellishTs text [13] provides a good introduction

to Prolog.

Some relational table manipulation and execution tracing

routines from the GUESS/1 [58] expert system development

shell where used. Two expert systems have been implemented

to date in GUESS/1: the Drug Interaction Expert System [74],

and the Pest and Orchard,Management Expert [95]. While there

are several expert system development tools in existence,

GUESS/l was readily available for this research and provides

useful facilities for quickly building frame-based expert

systems. GUESS/1 is written in Prolog, and extensions and

special functions can be added to it by the user. Reviews

of other expert system development tools and AI programming

langauges can be found in [24, 48, 55, 72, 97].
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3,3 PRQTOTYP§ SCHEDULING §YSI§Ij4 SPECIE;CA]j;ONS

Prototype systems are not meant to be used on a regular

basis, but as a test bed to determine if the development of

a full-scale operational system is warranted [48] For this

reason, in this research attention was focused on system

structure, control and knowledge representation issues rather

than on developing extensive facilities for knowledge acqui-

sition, reasoning explanation, and user-friendly interfaces.

These latter three issues are more appropriately dealt with

in later versions of the scheduling system. Based on the

analysis presented in Appendix A, the following specifica-

tions for the prototype scheduling system were developed.

3,3,; gystgg gugggsg

The purpose of the prototype system is to find a pro-

duction schedule that satisfies the constraints addressed by

the system„ If multiple feasible schedules exist, the pro-

totype system must select the solution based on the relative

priority of the consumers. Specifically, the highest prior-

ity consumer should have its demand filled by its most pre-

ferred processors, the next highest should have its demand

filled by its most preferred processors of those remaining,

and so on. If no feasible schedules exist, constraints
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should be relaxed incrementally, in order of importance, un-

til a feasible schedule is found. I

3,3.; System cogstraigts
I

System constraints must include the first four con-

straints discussed in Appendix A. The buffer level con-

straint must be considered as two constraints because

capacity cannot be dynamically added to buffers, while buffer

safety stock levels can be changed. The case study's objec-

tive of' maximizing* the consistency* of consumer-processor

loadings is expressed in the prototype system as preference

constraints, giving a total of six constraints addressed by

the system:

I
1. Preference for specific processors by consumers I
2. Buffer safety stock I
3. Buffer capacity I
4. Sequencing of batches on processors I
5. Production capacity I6. Schedule forms. I

II
The buffer safety stock (until 2000 pounds is reached) and I
preference constraints can be relaxed, in that order. All I
other constraints cannot be relaxed. Major case study con- I
straints not considered by the prototype system include: Ii
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. 1. Material handling

2. In—process inventory

3. Agitated processors

4. Timing.

A discussion of these constraints as they apply to the case

study is given in Appendix A.

§.3.3 System Igguts

System inputs must include, but not necessarily be lim-

ited tO:
d

1. Identification of all current product consumers

2. Specification of whether a consumer's demand is con-

tinuous, discrete, or special case

3. Consumer product code and either consumption rate or

batch demand

4. Time of any product changes

5. Preference for specific processors

6. Lower and upper buffer inventory limits by consumer

7. Initial buffer inventories.
‘

1. Identification of all currently on—line processors

2. Times of coming on—line or going off·line.
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1. Batch weights

2. Sequencing constraints.

Schedule Eormz

1. Batch finish times for each slot of each processor

2. Product code of last batch scheduled in the imme-

diately preceeding schedule for each processor.

An example input data file is given in Appendix B.

§,3,§ Sysgeg Assumggiggg

The assumptions made in designing the prototype system are:

1. The prototype system only addresses the scheduling and

sequencing problems in the case study. Production plan-

ning and product information functions are assumed to be

performed by other computer-based systems or the human

scheduler, and the results of these functions, as defined

in Appendix A, are assumed to be available for input to

the prototype system.

2. No functions for revising an existing schedule are pro-

vided. I

3. The system develops schedules for fixed 24-hour periods. {
4. A11 input data is in the form of Prolog clauses to be//«

loaded into the interpreter from a data file.
I

{
I
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This chapter describes the prototype scheduling system.

An overview of the system is presented, followed by a de-

scription of the system’s development. The structure of the

system is described in three parts: knowledge base, con-

straint representation and application, and hierarchical

planner.

4,; §xSTEI;1 Ov§Rv;§y_

The specified.purpose of the prototype scheduling system

is to find a schedule that satisfies the case study problem

constraints as discussed in Appendix A. Because the research

objective of the prototype system was to investigate the ap-

plicability of AI methodologies to parallel processor sched-

uling problems, only the most important constraints found in

the case study were considered. The constraints included in

the prototype system are discussed in the section on con-

straint representation and application.

Two methodologies are incorporated in the design of the

prototype system: hierarchical planning and constraint-

directed search. Production rules, as found in typical ex-
i

pert systems, are not used per se; however, the scheduler's

knowledge was used extensively in designing the system. The 3
Z
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layers of the hierarchical planner roughly correspond to
the.

sequence of steps used by the scheduler, and the application

and relaxation of constraints follow the scheduler's rules-

of-thumb.

- The system is controlled by a top-level main routine VV V

which calls an initialization routine and then five layers:

1. Full processor scheduling

2. Special batch scheduling

3. Partial processor loading

4. Partial processor sequencing

5. Batch demand scheduling. .

The results of each layer are passed on to the next layer as

constraints on these lower layers, thereby focusing the

search in the most likely areas. Each layer· performs

constraint-directed search in which the technological and

organizational constraints addressed at that layer are used

to define the set of feasible schedules. When the search

space of a layer is overly constrained, constraints are lo-

cally and incrementally relaxed until a feasible solution is

found. Appendix C gives the results of each layer and sub-

·problem for a sample problem. A complete listing of the :
prototype scheduling system program is giving in [87].

:
I
I

I
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4.2 SYSTEM DEVELOPMEEI

The initial design phase proceeded ixx an approximately

top-down direction in that general, high level functions were

outlined first, followed by outlines of more detailed, lower

level functions. The result of this design phase was the

five layer planning structure outlined in the previous sec-

tion. ,

Detailed design and coding started in a bottom—up di-

rection, beginning‘ with the partial processor sequencing

layer, and continuing until a skeleton program was working.

If detailed design and coding had proceded in a top-down di-

rection, the interface of each layer with the next lower

layer would have needed revision after the next lower layer

had been designed and coded. By working in a bottom—up di-

rection, the interfaces were already completely defined.

This approach also allowed the design of data structures to

suit the needs of the planner.

The initial skeleton program consisted of simple search

routines in the full processor scheduling and partial

processor sequencing layers, and simple assignment statements

in the other layers. The searches only addressed subsets of

the constraints ultimately included in the respective layers.
Once the skeleton program could solve simple problems, rou-

tines to handle more complex problems and special cases were
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added as needed throughout the layers of the prototype sys- [

tem.

Three general types of routines comprise the prototype

system's code:

1. Action Frames

2. Functions

3. Constraint tests.

Action Erames [58] are routines that specify the flow of

control and are used in the prototype system to define the

order of execution of the planner layers and functions within

the layers. Function routines perform a specific action,

such as calculating a value, updating a data structure, or

searching for a solution. Constraint tests are routines that

test if the current parameters follow or violate specific

constraints.

4,; §§0wL§DGEBA§§The

prototype scheduling system's data structures that

constitute the system's knowledge base are grouped for dis-

cussion purposes into two general categories: static and

dynamic. In this research, static data structures are de-

fined as those that express information about the portion of

the problem that does not change during program execution.
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Static data structures, therefore, include most of the input

data. Dynamic data structures are defined in this research

to be those that are created during program execution or are

modified during the course of problem solving.

All data in Prolog is represented using either atoms,

lists or predicate clauses. Atoms are single elements of

data, such as a single—precision number or a character

string. Lists are ordered sets of atoms. Sub—lists can be

used within a list to create matrix-like structures. In

Prolog, lists are considered to be composed of two parts: a

head and a tail. The head is the first element of a list and

the tail is the remainder. The tail can further be divided

into a head and tail, and so on until the end of the list is

reached. Used in conjunction with recursion, writing rou-

tines to manipulate sets of objects can be accomplished

quickly and easily. Predicate clauses allow the expression

of any arbitrary relationship between objects, and Prolog's

pattern-matching facility makes searching for a specific

clause in a set of clauses automatic.
’T

9,3,1 gtagia gaga ggggctggea

Most static data structures are input data that give the

current scheduling problem's parameters. Input data for the

prototype system includes:
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1. Schedule date

2. Priority order list of continuous rate consumers

3. Priority order list of batch consumers

4. Priority order list of special batch consumers

5. Continuous rate consumer data, including product code,

batch weight, consumption rate, lower and upper buffer

inventory limits, and start and end times

6. Batch consumer data, including product code, quantity

required, and latest possible completion time

7. Special batch data, including product code and processor

requirements

8. List of processors preferred by each consumer

9. List of currently on—line processors

10. Processor production capacities

11. Last batches produced in the previous schedule

12. Processor availability start and end times

13. Initial buffer inventories

14. Matrix of product sequencing constraints.

Appendix B presents a sample input data file. To fa-

cilitate rapid prototype development and testing, all input

data is stored in data files and loaded into the Prolog in-

terpreter by asserting the clauses in the global database.

All items are expressed as, or are included in, predicate

clauses. Lists are given as elements in clauses that iden-

tify their contents. Constraint parameters given in the in- N
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put data are the buffer inventory limits, consumer-processor

preferences, available production capacity, schedule forms

expressed as processor start times, and sequencing con-

straints.

4,3.; Dygamic gata Stggctgges

Dynamic data structures keep track of the problem sol-

ution as iA: develops, assert specific applications of con-

straints, and list the set of feasible solutions for

expressing the search space. Structures needed for either

backtracking during searches or tracing program execution

remain in the system once created. All other dynamic struc-
I

tures are destroyed when no longer needed to conserve storage

space and minimize execution time. For example, if a con-

straint is relaxed, the clause giving the old constraint pa-

rameters is deleted because it no longer holds. However,

clauses giving the final values of a constraint are saved to

document the maximum degree to which a constraint was re-

laxed. Specific dynamic data structures used in the proto-

type system include:

l. Remaining consumer demand

2. Remaining production capacity

3. List of consumers assigned to a partial processor
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4. Guidance constraint on the partial processor sequencing

layer search
h

5. List of batches scheduled to be added to a consumer’s

buffer

6. Processors with "full processor" capacity

7. Partial processor slot parameters

8. Consumer batch assignment parameters

9. Current consumer buffer safety stock=constraint limits

10. Current set of feasible processors for a consumer

11. Search space arc (processor in a consumer’s feasible set)

12. Current sub-period set of consumers

13. Current consumer preference constraint limits.

A graphical representation of the partial processor se-

quencing layer search space is given in Figure 3. Production

capacity is expressed as linear graphs in which the nodes

represent specific time slots available for producing a spe-

cific batch. The arcs between the nodes represent run: only

sequencing in time but constraints on what products can be

produced in a specific time slot. For example, the set of

feasible products to make in a given batch slot is con-

strained by sequencing constraints with the batch in the

previous slot. Product demand is expressed as linear graphs

in which each node represents a requirement for one batch of

product. The arcs express not only sequencing in time but
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1 2 3 ....Processors‘

Arc representing
constraints on the

O O O O following batch

C O O O Node representing
. . . . one processor slot

1 2 3 .... Consumers

l
Arcs representing
constraints on the

O O O O following batch

O O O Nodes representing

L one batch of demand
O

Figure 3. Graphical Representation of Production Capac-
ity and Demand

I
I
I
I
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constraints on what processor can be used to produce that
batch.

This representation of production capacity and product

demand provides a convenient data structure for setting up

_ the search space for the partial processor sequencing layer '_x _

problem. By examining the constraints associated with each

node, the set of feasible mappings of the “capacity graphs"
onto the "demand graphs" can be generated. Within this set

of feasible mappings is the set of feasible schedules.

Finding one or more feasible schedules is accomplished by

searching the set of feasible mappings using an evaluation

function. _

The difference between the mapping and a feasible

schedule is that the mapping set lists all nodes of the

processor set that meet the constraints associated with a

specific node of the demand set; while in a schedule, each

demand node is associated with one and only one processor

node and vice versa. Searching this data structure for a

schedule requires the added constraint of keeping a list of

nodes already assigned in the search tree so that they can

be pruned when encountered in nmpping set lists at lower

levels of the search.

Because later constraints depend on the specific as-

signment of preceding nodes, the search space is divided into

sub-problems. For each sub—problem, specific data must be

generated and stored. The set of demand nodes included in
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the current sub—problem is stored in a list associated with

the sub-period number by a predicate clause. For each node

in each sub-period list, a predicate clause is asserted to

keep track of that node's level of constraint relaxation.

For example, the buffer safety stock limits for a node are

stored in the clause:

(cons_limits consumer_id sub—prob_id low_lim up_lim).

A specific clause would look like:
A

(cons_limits "2" 3 4000 10000).

9,9 QON§TßA;NIS

Issues concerning constraints in the prototype system

include: representation, their use in limiting and guiding

search, and how they are relaxed. Constraints are repres-

ented in the prototype system using predicate clauses as de-

scribed in the section on the knowledge base. Specific

examples of their use and relaxation will be given in the

section on the planner structure. This section will discuss

constraint use and relaxation in general terms.

There are two categories of constraints used in the

prototype system; case study constraints and guidance con-

straints. The case study constraints represent technological

limitations of the production equipment, organizational goals

and product incompatibilities, and are listed in Chapter

Three. Guidance constraints communicate decisions made at
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higher levels of the prototype system to lower levels as

constraints on the set of feasible schedules.

Case study constraints express physical relationships

or organizational goals. An example of the representation

of a preference constraint would be:

(cons_pref consumer_id processor_id).

The relationship expressed by this predicate clause is con-

sumer preference for a processor, or "cons_pref". The first

parameter, "consumer_id", identifies the consumer that is

doing the preferring. The second parameter, "processor_id",

identifies the processor that is preferred.

Guidance constraints focus the lower level searches in

the areas most likely to have a good solution. An example

of a guidance constraint would be:

(cons_assign consumer_id processor_id).

In the prototype system this particular predicate clause is

created in the full processor scheduling and partial

processor loading layers. The partial processor sequencing

layer uses these clauses to decide what processor it should

try first to assign to a consumer. When the layer is sched-

uling a batch for a consumer, "consumer_id", the layer's

search routine looks at the "cons_assign" clauses with

"consumer_id" ixx the first parameter position. If a clause

is found, the second parameter, "processor_id", is the

processor assigned by a higher layer as the first to be

tested for assignment in the solution search.
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Both categories of constraints limit the set of feasible

arcs available to a node during a search. For example, to

maintain a sufficient safety stock in an inventory buffer,

the set of feasible processors that could supply a batch to

that buffer is constrained to those whose batch completion

times are less than a latest time limit.

Methods for representing and using constraints evolved

in the course of designing the planner. The four methods

developed include:

1. Input data

2. Limits on a node's set of feasible arcs

3. Tests during searches n

4. Planner control structure.

Initial values or parameters for all constraints are included

in the input data. Appendix B gives an example of an input

data file. When generating a set of feasible processors for

a consumer, constraints are tested to determine if a

processor can be allowed into the set. During searches, the

values that would result from an assignment are compared to

the values allowed by the current constraint parameters.

Failure in these tests prevents the assignment from being

made. If calculations or several comparisons are required

to evaluate a constraint, the code is grouped together in a

Constraint Test routine. Schedule form and production ca-
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pacity constraints are expressed in the control structure by

generating data structures to represent available production

capacity in a form that follows these constraints.

When a search space is over-constrained, one or more

constraints must be relaxed until a feasible schedule can be

found. The order in which constraints are relaxed, based on

the case study's scheduler's rules-of-thumb, are:

1. Buffer safety stock
h

2. Previous layer guidance

3. Processor preference. _

While sequencing constraints could be slightly relaxed, in

practice the scheduler never needed to do this. Therefore,

sequencing constraint relaxation is not included in the pro-

totype system, although it could be added.

Constraints are relaxed by changing the parameters of

the constraint so that a larger set of arcs can be included

in the set available to a search space node. The specific

procedure that is used in the prototype system is: l) de-

termine the new constraint parameters, 2) delete the old

constraint clause, and 3) assert a new constraint clause with

the new parameters. For example, relaxing a buffer safety

stock constraint would be accomplished by: ‘

(delete ((cons_limits "2" 3 4000 10000)) )

(assert0 ((cons_limits "2" 3 3500 10000))

).SystemDesign 63 E
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This pair of statements deletes the first clause from the

global database, then asserts a new clause i11 the database.

The "O" in "assert0" specifies that the new clause will be

placed at the top of the list of "cons_limits" clauses, in-
suring that the new clause will be the first found in subse-

quent searches. When buffer safety stock constraints on

consumer "2" in the third sub-problem are tested, the lower

limit used will be 3500 pounds instead of the original 4000

pounds.

4,5 §;§gAgCH;CAL Eggßßgß

Chapter Two presented a review of four approaches to

planning, including hierarchical, script—based, non-

hierarchical, and opportunistic. A hierarchical planning

approach was used in the prototype system for two reasons:

1) 0f the four approaches, hierarchical planning most closely

resembles the method used by the scheduler and 2) Initial

planning decisions bound or direct later planning decisions.

The control structure of the prototype scheduling system

is hierarchical in that each succeeding major layer creates

plans of more detail than the previous layer. The three ma-

jor layers are:

l. Full processor scheduling

2. Partial processor loading
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3. Partial processor sequencing.

Full processors are defined as those whose total production

capacity is assigned to one consumer for the entire schedul-

ing period„ Therefore, no sequencing needs to be done be-

cause all batches are of the same type. Partial processors

are those whose production capacity is divided between two

or more product types. This gives rise to two separate but

sequential problems: loading the processor and then deter-

mining the batch sequencing.

The full processor layer only needs to observe the

preference constraint and perform a one to one matching. The

partial processor loading layer identifies the remaining ca-

pacity and demand and makes assignments based on preference.

The partial processor sequencing layer must check buffer in-

ventory and processor sequencing constraints while attempting

to follow the assignments created in the previous layer. If

a partial processor loading assignment cannot be fulfilled

because of an overly constrained search space, the assignment

is relaxed and the sequence layer searches for other possible

solutions. This approach differs from many other hierarchi-

cal planners where a failure in one layer causes backtracking

to the previous layer for re—planning [31, 77]. The nature

of the case study problem used in this research was such that

the benefits that might have been gained from backtracking

to a previous layer did not justify the effort required.
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~ Three minor layers are also included in the planner:

1. Initialization _

2. Special batch scheduling

3. Batch demand scheduling.

The intialization layer sets up dynamic data structures which

define the specific production capacity available. The spe-

cial batch scheduling layer follows the full processor

scheduling layer and reserves specific processor slots for

batches that must be scheduled on specific processors at

specific times. The batch demand scheduling layer follows

the partial processor sequencing layer and fills in the re-

maining production capacity with individual batches required

by consumers.

Before describing the specific search strategies used

in each layer, the elements common to search routines in all

layers are outlined. The search functions were designed tw

take advantage of Prolog's automatic backtracking and.pattern

matching features. In the search functions found in each

layer, consumers are defined as the nodes and processors as

the arcs. The current set of consumers is supplied to a

search routine in,a priority ordered list, and the processors

are asserted in preferred order as global Prolog clauses. A

search routine's typical procedure is:
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l. Get the next node (consumer) from the node list.

2. Find the next arc (processor) in the node's, feasible

set (which is done automatically by Prolog).

3. Test if the arc meets the current constraints.
4a. If the constraints are satisfied, assign the arc to

the node, add the arc to the used list, and repeat step

one with the next node.
4b. If a constraint is not satisfied, try the next arc

in the feasible set by returning to step two. If all arcs

in the feasible set do not satisfy the constraints, relax

the constraints, generate a new feasible set, and return

to step two.

The following sections discuss each layer of the hierarchical

planner in detail.

5,5,1 Maig gougine

Program execution is controlled at the highest level by
l

the main routine, which calls each of the layers in sequence. I
In the current version of the prototype system,backtrackingbetween

layers is not needed. If it became necessary to I
backtrack between layers, the control logic would appear in

:
this routine. The specific actions taken.by the main routine Iare: E

I I
I
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1. Call the initializationlayer.2.

Call the full processor scheduling layer.
,

3. Call the function that sets up the data structures for

the remaining production capacity. °

4. Call the special batch scheduling layer. ** ‘

5. Call the partial processor loading layer.

6. Call the function that sets up the data structure for

keeping track of sub-periods.

7. Call the partial processor loading layer.

8. Call the batch demand scheduling layer.

9. Call the output routine.

9,5,; Full Prgcesgog äcbgdggigg Lage;

The full processor scheduling layer has four steps: |
1

{
1. Identify "full processors", i.e., processors that will 1

be on-line for the duration of the scheduling period.
k

2. Identify the number of full processors that each contin—
:

uous rate consumer will need. 1

3. Perform a depth-first search. of assignments of

fullprocessorsto full consumers. :

4. Make processor reservations and set up data structures g

for lower layers. ä
1

1
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In the search for an assignment, the nodes are defined

as the consumers and the arcs as the processors. A specific

consumer will have multiple nodes equal to the following

equation:

N = Truncate ( D / C + 0.7)

where:

N = Number of search space nodes to create

D = Demand of consumer given in production plan

C = Capacity of a full processor.

A rounding factor of 0.7 is used to insure that a consumer's

preference for E1 specific partial processor can be fufilled

in later layers. Nodes are searched in priority order so

that higher priority consumers will have their preferences

filled. before lower· priority‘ consumers. This heuristic

search rule defines the search space such that once an end

of the search tree is found (all consumer nodes are assigned)

a good solution has been found and the search can end.

The full processor scheduling search has one level of

relaxation, which is the relaxation of preferred processors

to non-preferred processors. If the list of preferences for

a specific consumer node has been exhausted without finding

a feasible assignment, the search routine then looks at the

list of non-preferred processors. This relaxation is not

global, it is done on a node by node basis only as needed.

At both levels of search the feasible assignments are con-

strained to those not already taken by previous nodes.
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4,5.3 ggecial Bgtcb Schedgiing Lgyeg
~

The special batch scheduling layer follows the full

processor scheduling layer so that if a special batch must

be assigned to a processor that has previously been reserved

for full processor assignment, one batch can be added back

to that consumer's remaining demand. The consumer still has

the remaining capacity of the processor reserved and so still

effectively has a full processor assignment, but the special

batch also has its required processor and time slot. If a

special batch is scheduled in a full processor, sequencing

constraints must be checked in regard to the product already

assigned. If the constraint is violated, then there is an

error in the input data, whether supplied by a human or an-

other computer—based system. In either case, execution must

be suspended until the problem is resolved by the supplier

of the input data.

This layer's approach of modifying a previous decision

is analogous to the "debugging" approach used by Sussman in

the HACKER system [92]. The advantage of this approach is

that the full processor scheduling layer does not have to

anticipate and deal with possible conflicts with special

batch requirements, nor is it necessary to backtrack and re-

analyze the layer.
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The partial processor loading layer first searches for

production capacity remaining after the full processor

scheduling layer reservations, and then assigns ii: to the
n

consumer demand. In this layer, production capacity is not

actually reserved; i.e., consumer batches are not scheduled

on processors. Rather, data structures are created which are

used to guide the next layer of the planner.

The search in this layer, unlike the full processor

layer, is not constrained by the requirement of finding a

unique assignment for each node. This is because partial

processors, by definition, have multiple products assigned

to them. The search does not check to determine if the sum

of the demand assigned to a processor is greater than the

processor's capacity. This creates the possibility of a vi-

olation of the physical constraint that a processor cannot

be assigned more batches than it has the capacity to produce.

The capacity constraint is ignored at this level. If the

constraint is violated, then relaxation of the partial

processor loading layer assignment in the next layer will

resolve the problem.

The two constraints that the search in this layer does

consider are: 1) processor preference and 2) assignments from

the full processor layer. If a processor has been assigned
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by the previous layer, it will not be reconsidered for par- I

tial processor loading.

Routines for handling two special situations are in-

cluded in this layer to reflect the way in which the sched-

uler handles them. It should be noted that routines for

handling special situations could.be added to any part of the

prototype system's structure. These two routines were in- {
cluded because the situations they handle occur almost daily

in the case study. They are classified as "special" because
they cause the prototype system to treat one consumer in a

different manner than the other consumers.

In the case study, one specific consumer reqularly re-

quires a product that has very few sequencing constraints

with other products. The scheduler uses this product as a

"filler" to simplify the task of finding feasible partial

processor loadings. In the prototype system, this rule-of-

thumb is expressed through special selection of input data

values. In the input data, this specific consumer is given

last priority, and its preferred processors are defined to

be those most likely to be partial processors with difficult

sequencing problems.

The other special situation in the case study occurs

when a consumer has a product change. To provide an initial

buffer inventory at the time of change, several batches must

be produced ahead of time and held in the material handling
system until the buffer has exhausted the old {product.
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Buffer inventory constraints do not apply to these batches

so they cannot be assigned in the partial processor sequenc-

ing layer, but they must be scheduled by the time of the

change. Preference constraints do apply, and if they were

scheduled in the batch demand layer these constraints would

probably not be fulfilled. So, the partial processor loading

layer checks for product change batches, searches for spe-

cific processor slots that meet the time and preference con-

straints, and reserves the slots.

4.;,; gaggigl Egogeggog gegggggigg Lgyeg

The partial processor sequencing layer divides the

schedule period into sub-period problems and then solves

these problems in sequential order. The need for breaking

the problem into sub—problems arises from the nature of the

constraints addressed at this level. Sequencing constraints

are applied to batches produced on the same processor in se-

quential order. Lf a batch is assigned to a slot when the

previous slot has yet to be assigned, the constraint cannot

be determined„ Similarly, buffer inventory constraints are

dependent on the time and size of the last batch dropped into

the buffer. By solving sequential sub-problems, the previous

batches assigned to processor slots or dropped into buffers

will be known and the current constraints can be determined.
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Sub-period lengths are a function of the buffer inven-

tory constraint. For each continuous rate consumer a "batch

drop window" is calculated. This is the period of time be-

tween the earliest and latest times in which a batch can be

added to the buffer and still keep the inventory level be-

tween the lower and upper limits. The end point of a sub-

period is defined as the earliest end of the current set of

batch drop windows, as illustrated in Figure 4. All windows

whose starting points are less than or equal to the sub-

period end point are included in the current sub-period

search; all others are deferred until the next sub-period.

In Figure 4 consumers l, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are included in the

first sub-period, and consumers 2, 3, 6, and 7 are included

in the second sub-period.

The partial processor sequencing layer has three primary

steps: 1) defining the set of consumers to include in the

current sub-period and setting up the corresponding search

space, 2) searching for a solution, and 3) updating the data

structures to reflect the effects of the assignments. The

update step can be summarized by stating that it only affects

the data structures of those consumers that were included in

the current sub-problem while all others remain the same for
the next sub-problem. The first two steps will now be ex-

plained in more detail.

To define the set of consumers to include in the current

sub—problem, current inventory windows must be determined.
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1: Consumers Included in Sub—period 1
2: Consumers Included in Sub—period 2
3: Consumers Included in Sub-period 3

- Figure 4. Batch Drop Windows and Sub—period Definition
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Based cui the inventory level that resulted from the last

scheduled batch, the earliest and latest possible times for

the next batch are calculated. The window end.point with the

lowest time value becomes the sub-period end point, and all

consumers whose window's starting points are less than or

equal to this point in time are included in this sub-problem.

The search space for this sub-problem is generated by

searching for all processor slots whose batch availability

times fall within each consumer's window, and whose previous

and succeeding batches can be sequenced with the consumer's

product type.

The solution search works in two steps, similiar to the

full processor assignment search„ Ln the first step, the

initial search space is examined depth—first in priority or-

der to see if a feasible solution exists. If one does, a good

solution has been found and the sub-problem is solved. If

one does not, the second step is employed where the search

calls a constraint relaxation routine at the point of failure

and then repeats the search in step one.

Repeated failures at the same point cause repeated calls

to the relaxation routine, which keeps track of the current

relaxation level. Eventually, a feasible assignment for that

node will be found, or a constraint will be relaxed beyond

allowable limits; at which point the program terminates exe-

cution and reports a constraint failure. As in the full

processor schedule layer search, constraints are only relaxed
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locally, and the program keeps a record of all relaxations

for post—run analysis to pinpoint the specific places and

times of relaxation.

The order in which constraints are relaxed and their

degree of relaxation are based on the scheduler's rules-of-

thumb. Because the initial buffer safety stock constraint

is set at a higher level than the minimal safety stock level,

this is the first constraint to be relaxed. Ebr the case

study, it was reduced in 500 pound increments until it

equalled the minimal safety stock level, at which point in-

ventory relaxation stopped. The effect of this relaxation

is to push the window end point later in time, encompassing

more processor time slots.
l

Assignments from the partial processor loading layer are

the next constraints to be relaxed, allowing the search to

examine the set of preferred processors not included in the

partial loading layer assignment. The last level of relaxa-

tion allows the search space to look at the set of all re-

maining processors not previously considered that are within

the final, fully relaxed buffer safety stock constraints.

Operational procedures allow the scheduler to relax sequenc-

ing constraints slightly, but in the case study the scheduler “

never needed to, so sequencing constraint relaxation was

notincludedin the prototype scheduling system. ,

_
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The main purpose of most of the batch product demand in

the case study was to use processor capacity that would oth-

erwise be idle. Therefore, most batch demand had xx: timing

or processor preference constraints, and could be used to

fill in "holes" in the schedule; that is, processor slots not

needed by continuous rate consumers. However, these batches

had to be able to sequence with the products in the preceding

and following slots on the processors to which it was as-
signed.

The batch demand scheduling layer has two steps: 1)

create the search space of batches and processor slots, and

2) search the space for a feasible solution. Creating the

search. space is straight forward because the same data

structure used in the partial processor sequencing layer for
representing available production capacity is used and batch

demand is given in the input data.

The batch demand sequencing routine checks if the batch

consumer is a continuous rate consumer, and if so, constrains

the initial search space for that node to processors pre-

ferred by that consumer. If the search fails to find a pre-
ferred processor slot, the constraint is relaxed and any

available processor slot will be examined. A required, lat-
est availability time can be specified in the input data.

If the value is set to "ANY", the schedule end time is used,
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allowing examination of all available slots. Lf a time is

set, then the search only considers those processor slots

with completion times less than or equal to the latest

availability time. This constraint is never relaxed on the

assumption that this time will not be specified unless it is
l

absolutely necessary for the batch to be available at a spe-

cific time.

Finally, the sequencing constraints with the previous

and following slots are tested before a processor slot will

be allowed in the set of feasible arcs for a batch node.

Nodes are searched depth-first in the priority order given

in the input list; arcs are assigned based on adherence to

the constraints that apply as outlined above. When a slot

has been found for each.batch, the search has succeeded. The

processor slots are reserved and the schedule is complete.

One problem that can arise is that some of the available

processor slots follow slots assigned to products with dif-

ficult sequencing constraints. This situation can lead to

an infeasible search space that no amount of relaxation can

solve. The scheduler avoids this problem.by grouping all the

hard-to-sequence batches on a few specific processors. The

current prototype scheduling system does not include the

logic necessary to foresee and plan for this problem.

One approach to solving this problem would be to add

routines to the partial processor loading layer that could
foresee this problem and set up constraints that would force
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the hard-to-sequence batches to be scheduled on a limited set
I

of processors. A debugging approach gives results about as

good as this more complex pre-planning approach would in

dealing with this situation, and it requires less programming

and execution time. Therefore, this is the solution used in

the prototype system. If the sequencing constraint is not

met, the batch search routine tries to make a switch with a

previously assigned product and processor. As mentioned in

Section 4.4.4 which describes partial processor loading, one

specific consumer frequently requires a product that is easy

to sequence: and. has loose preference and inventory con-

straints. The search routine looks for one of these batches

assigned in one of the previous layers and assigns it to the

slot in question. The orginal batch to be scheduled is as-

signed to the now vacant slot. The choice of which slot to

switch with is limited by inventory and sequencing con-
straints.

9.Q §UMMAßX

This chapter has described the structure of the proto-

type scheduling system. Schedule development. progresses

first through an initialization layer and then five layers

of planning, each adding more detail to the schedule and
providing guidance to lower layers. Four of the planning

layers perform constraint-directed search in which con-
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straints are used to define the search space and guide the

search°1x> the areas most likely to contain a good solution.

Two of the layers also employ "debugging" to resolve problems

not foreseen at higher levels without expensive backtracking.

The design of the prototype system was based on the case

study scheduler's knowledge and methods, and on an engineer-

ing analysis of the scheduling problem„ Hierarchical plan-
ning and constraint-directed search provided the framework

for expressing and using this information.
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To evaluate the performance of the prototype scheduling

system, tests were run using data from the case study. The

output of the prototype system was compared to schedules

produced by the human scheduler. This chapter describes the

test cases used, the measures of comparison, the results of

the comparison, and an analysis of the results.

5,; Igsj CA§E§
l

The ultimate purpose of the prototype system is to dem-
onstrate the feasibility of using AI methods to create a

computer program that can develop schedules of a quality

comparable ‘Uo those developed by a human scheduler. There-

fore, the most appropriate test of the prototype system is

in developing schedules in parallel with the scheduler and

comparing the results. .Accordingly, the prototype system

developed schedules using actual operating data from the case

study.

The test data was taken from a 10-day period for which
the case study scheduler provided detailed notes on how he

created the schedules used by the production operation.
During a three-day period within these 10 days no scheduling
parameters changed, so eight distinct problems were avail-
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able. These eight problems included many of the conditions
l and events commonly dealt with by the scheduler. During the

period, 947 batches for continuous rate consumers and 60

batches for discrete batch consumers were scheduled. The
period included daily changes in consumption rates, three
product changes, one change in batch demand, three special

batches, an instance of a processor coming on-line in the

middle of a schedule, and an instance of a processor going

off-line during a schedule period. Some of the consumers
i required the same type and quantity of batches throughout the

test period, while others regularly changed the required
quantity or type. Appendix B gives an example of one of the
eight day's input data.

Several interpolations of the test data were necessary

to provide a common basis of comparison.between the prototype

system and the scheduler. Because of inefficiencies, con-

sumers rarely use the product at the stated production rate.

The scheduler knows from experience the relative efficiency

of each consumer and reduces the production plan accordingly.

Estimating this actual demand is beyond the scope of the

prototype system, so the test data was based on the schedul-

er's estimate rather than the stated rates. For similar

reasons, the prototype system does not attempt to convert the

stated demand rate into batches: It expects this information

as input in the form of a "production plan", which come's

from the scheduler's production plan.
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Initial buffer inventories for each consumer and each
test day were not recorded and therefore not available for

the test. Estimates were made of what these inventories
would be for testing purposes. Consumer preference for spe-

cific processors was based on identifying the first and sec-

ond stage processors that had supplied most of the batches

in the time period immediately prior to the test period.
1

5,; EEgF0gMA§Q§ M§ASUg§§

In this research, the case study problem is modeled as

a constraint satisfactien problem„ The scheduler attempts

to satisfy all the constraints imposed by product consumers,

product incompatibilities, relative priorities, equipment

limitations, management's objectives, and the inherent un-

certainty of the available information. The prototype

scheduling system uses constraints to define the set of fea- 1

sible schedules and relative priorities to select the best

one. Therefore, the common basis of comparison between the

scheduler and pmptotype system is the fulfillment of con-

straints.
The constraints addressed by the prototype system in-clude: l

1. Consumer preference for specifc processors

2. Buffer safety stock ‘
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3. Buffer capacity

4. Product sequencing

5. Production capacity

6. Schedule forms.

The last four constraints are never relaxed by the scheduler

or the prototype system. In these cases, evaluation of the
prototype system's performance is based on whether or not the
constraint was violated. The first two constraints can be
relaxed, which requires additional performance .measures.

These are discussed in the next two sections.

5,;,; Egefggegce Cogstggggg §gg1sfgg§;gn Mgasugemeg;

The performance measure used for determining adherence

to the preference constraint is a summation of the number of

batches scheduled on non·preferred processors. This number

gives a relative indication of the deviation in a schedule

from consumer preferences. This measure was calculated by

consumer for each of the scheduler's and the prototype sys-

tem's schedules, and then summed over the eight days of test

data.
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5.2.; Safety Stock Coggtraigg Sgtigjgggiog Measugemen;

There were three measures of buffer safety stock con-

straint satifaction tabulated:

1. Number of instances of buffer safety stock constraint

relaxation

2. Minimum buffer level

3. Difference between max and min buffer levels.

Each of these measures was tabulated by consumer for each

schedule, and then tabulated over the eight—day period.

The first measure indicates the frequency with which the

inital buffer safety stock level was relaxed. The larger the

frequency, the greater the risk of a depletion of the buffer

inventory stock. The second measure gives the minimum in-

ventory level encountered by a consumer during a scheduling

period. The difference between this number and 4000 (12000

for the last consumer) gives the maximum degree to which the

lower buffer inventory limit was relaxed.

The third measure indicates the magnitude of buffer in-

ventory fluctuations. The lower limit to this number is the

batch size because the inventory increases by this amount

each time a batch is added to the buffer. Buffers have a

capacity of 10000 pounds (except for the last consumer, which

has a capacity of 30000 pounds), and to maintain a safety
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stock while providing capacity room to add new batches, the

third measure should not exceed the weight of two batches.

5.3 3§§UL1$

Appendix D presents the completed schedules from both
i

the prototype system and the scheduler. Figure 5 gives an

example of a completed schedule. Figure 6 gives an example

of the analysis of the schedule performed from the product

consumer's perspective. Summaries of the results of analyz-

ing the schedules for constraint relaxation are presented in

six tables. In these tables, consumers are listed in prior-

ity order from left to right. The scheduler's results are

given on the top line with the prototype system's results

directly underneath. Some columns in tables presenting min-

imum or maximum values do not change from case to case. This

is due to the lack of change in the consumer's product type

and consumption rate. In other words, if the consumer asked

for the same thing as yesterday, both the scheduler and the

prototype system would repeat the previous schedule.

5.5,; Adgggegcg tg §og—gg;ggag;g gog§;ga;g;§

For all eight test cases, both the scheduler and the

prototype system adhered to the sequencing, production ca-

pacity, and schedule form constraints. However, while the
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Production Schedule For: 7/27/85

slot / processor

1 (A) (A) B C B D
2 (A) A B C B D
3 SB A B C D D
4 A A B C B D
5 BD A B C B D
6 A A B C B D
7 A A B C B D
8 BD A B C D D
9 A A B C B D -
10 A A B BD B D

Schedule Key
A,B,C,D: Continuous Rate Consumer Batches

BD: Discrete Batch Demand Batches
SB: Special Batch
(): Initial Inventory for Product Change

Figure 5. Example of Prototype System Output
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Consumer 1 Product Code A
7/27/85 Buffer Inventory Projection

Units: Time - Minutes Past Midnight
Inventory - Pounds

Preferred Processors: 2,1 (Can be relaxed)
Minimum Inventory Limit: 4000 (Can be relaxed)
Maximum Inventory Limit: 10000 (Cannot be relaxed)

Lime min max sggrgg gig;
200 7860
216 7365 9985 2 2
360 5531 8151 2 3
468 4811 7431 1 4
504 6317 8937 2 4
648 4483 7103 2 5
756 3763 6383 1 6
792 5269 7889 2 6 .
900 4549 7169 1 7
936 6056 8676 2 7

1080 4222 6842 2 8
1188 3501 6121 1 9
1224 5008 7628 2 9
1332 4287 6907 1 10
1368 5794 8414 2 10
1440 6187

Minimum Projected Inventory= 3501

Number of Inventory Drops Below Initial Constraint= 2

Maximum Projected Inventory= 9985

Number of Batches From Non-Preferred Processors= 0

Figure 6. Schedule Analysis Program Output
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prototype system adhered to the buffer capacity constraint
in all cases, the scheduler relaxed this constraint for 11.5

percent of the batches. Tables 1 and 2 present the results

for the relaxation of the buffer capacity constraint.
The scheduler knows that there is an implicit overflow

capacity provided by the material handling system. If there

is not enough room to add the batch to the buffer, the batch

sits on the monorail until there is room. While this situ-

ation results in material handling traffic jams and com-
plaints from the monorail operators, this practice has the
tacit approval of management because it reduces the risk of

the buffers being depleted. In the case study, the cost of

a buffer run-out is much greater than a material handling

traffic jam. The prototype system does not consider this

implicit buffer capacity and so it cannot plan to build up a

safety stock as the scheduler does. However, the scheduler

does not make buffer inventory projections to simulate the

effect of_a proposed schedule. He simply checks to see that

the batches for each consumer are equally distributed over

the three shifts. With a more accurate means to project the

buffer inventory levels resulting from a schedule, such as

provided by the prototype system, the scheduler may not need

to rely so much on overloading the buffers to insure an ade-

quate saftey stock.
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Table 1. Buffer Capacity Constraint Relaxation
:

Entries Represent Total Instances of Relaxation

Consumers
'

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Case

1 S 4 2 3 5 6 0 O
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 S 4 2 3 1 1 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 S 0 4 3 1 4 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 S 0 4 3 1 4 0 0
P 0 0 0 O O 0 0

5 S 0 4 3 1 2 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 O 0 0

6 S 1 4 2 1 5 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 S 6 4 2 2 2 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 S 2 8 2 1 2 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals
S 17 32 21 13 26 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Grand Totals
Scheduler (S) = 109 (11.5% of buffer batches)
Prototype System (P) = 0
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Table 2. Maximum Projected Inventory In Pounds

Consumers

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Case

1 S 10814 10519 10584 12848 11273 '9219 26678
P 9783 9977 9794 9181 9693 9219 29108

2 S 10814 10519 10584 10174 10153 9219 26678
P 9783 9977 9794 9621 9905 9219 26227

3 S 9911 11016 10584 10174 10444 9219 24058
P 9911 9977 9794 9621 9832 9219 26227

4 S 9911 11016 10584 10174 10444 9219 24058
P 9911 9977 9794 9621 9832 9219 26227

5 S 9911 11016 10584 10174 10376 9219 24058
P 9911 9977 · 9794 9621 8881 9219 28847

6 S 10127 11016 10292 10174 11187 9219 26816
P 8435 9977 9794 9621 9911 9219 29893

7 S 11378 11016 10292 10174 10546 9219 24196
P 9797 9977 9794 9621 8823 9219 28386

8 S 10711 12413 10292 10174 10153 9219 25437
P 9661 9731 9794 9621 9911 9219 29893

Maximums
S 11378 12413 10584 12848 11273 9219 26816
P 9911 9977 9794 9621 9911 9219 29893

Global Maximums (Not including consumer 7)
Scheduler (S) = 12413 pounds
Prototype System (P) = 9977 pounds
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5,3.2 Relaxation of Egefegegcg ggg Igventory Constragnts

Tables 3 through 5 present the results for constraints

that could be relaxed. Table 3 gives the total number of

batches scheduled on processors that were not preferred by

the consumers. The scheduler's and.prototype's schedule each

had one instance of this constraint being relaxed, which is

about 0.1 percent of the 1007 batches scheduled. Apparently

there was no competition for production resources between

consumers during the test period. Lf one or more highly

preferred processors had developed mechanical problems during

the test period, competition for the remaining processors

would have required a greater amount of relaxation of the

preference constraint by both the scheduler and the prototype

system.

Table 4 gives the total number of instances the buffer

safety stock constraint was relaxed. The total is very low;

only 1.3 percent of the batches the human scheduled and 2.0

percent of the batches the prototype scheduled had their

lower inventory limits relaxed at least one step. Because

the scheduler was able to keep a higher average inventory by

relaxing the buffer capacity constraint, it is not surprising

that the prototype needed to relax the buffer safety stock

constraint slightly more than the scheduler.
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Table 3. Preference Constraint Relaxation

Entries Represent Total Instances of Relaxation

Consumers

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Case ’
1 S O 0 0 0 0 0 0

P O 0 0 O 0 0 O

2 S 0 0 0 0 O 0 1
P 0 0 O O O O 0

3 S 0 0 O 0 0 0 O
P 0 0 0 0 0 O 0

4 S O 0 0 0 0 0 0
P 0 O 0 O 0 O 0

_ 5 S 0 0 0 O 0 O 0
P 0 0 0 O O O O

6 S 0 O 0 0 O O 0
P 0 0 0 O O O O

7 S 0 0 0 0 0 O O
P 0 O 0 0 0 0 0

8 S 0 0 O 0 0 0 O
P 0 1 .0 O O 0 0

Totals
S O 0 O O 0 0 1
P O 1 O 0 0 O 0

Grand Totals
Scheduler (S) = 1 (0.1% of all scheduled batches)
Prototype System (P) = 1
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Table 4. Buffer Safety Stock Constraint Relaxation

Entries Represent Total Instances of Relaxation

Consumers

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .
Case

1 S 0 0 O 0 2 0 0
P 2 O 0 1 2 O 0

2 S 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
P 2 O 0 1 0 O 0

3 S 1 O 0 1 0 0 O
P O O 0 1 0 0 0

4 S 1 O O 1 0 O 0
P O O O 1 O 0 0

5 S 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
P O O O 1 O 0 0

6 S 0 0 O 1 0 0 0
P 3 O 0 1 O O O

7 S O O 0 0 0 0 0
P 0 0 O 1 O O O

8 S 1 0 O 1 O 0 0
P O 2 0 1 O 0 0

Totals
S 4 0 0 6 2 0 O
P 7 2 O 8 2 0 0

Grand Totals
Scheduler (S) = 12 (1.3% of buffer batches)
Prototype System (P) = 19 (2.0% of buffer batches)
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Table 5. Minimum Projected Buffer Inventory In Pounds

Consumers

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Case ·

1 S 4715 4810 4876 4457 3194 6596 17182
P 3684 4269 4086 3937 3194 6596 20126

2 S 4715 4810 4876 3975 4445 6596 16070
P 3684 4269 4086 3975 4196 6596 14562

3 S 3713 5352 4876 3975 5004 6596 15024
P 4230 4269 4086 3975 4392 6596 .16132

4 S 3713 5352 4876 3975 5004 6596 15024
P 4230 4269 4086 3975 4392 6596 16132

5 S 3713 5352 4876 3975 4204 6596 15024
P 4230 4269 4086 3975 4012 6596 16655

6 S 4257 5352 4627 3975 5464 6596 16070
P 3362 4269 4086 3975 4913 6596 20392

7 S 5670 5352 4627 4492 5320 6596 13778
P 4089 4269 4086 3975 4423 6596 16132

8 S 3890 7109 4627 3975 5155 6596 13840
P 4411 3439 4086 3975 4913 6596 20325

Minimums
S 3713 4810 4627 3975 3194 6596 13778
P 3362 3439 4086 3937 3194 6596 14562

Global Minimums
Scheduler (S) = 3194 pounds _
Prototype System (P) = 3194 pounds
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Table 6. Difference Between Inventory Extremes In Pounds

Consumers

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
case

1 S 6099 5709 5708 8391 8079 2623 9496
P 6099 5708 5708 5244 6499 2623 8982

2 S 6099 5709 5708 6199 5708 2623 10608
P 6099 5708 5708 5646 5709 2623 11665

3 S 6198 5664 5708 6199 5440 2623 9034
P 5681 5708 5708 5646 5440 2623 10095

4 S 6198 5664 5708 6199 5440 2623 9034
P 5681 5708 5708 5646 5440 2623 10095

5 S 6198 5664 5708 6199 6172 2623 9034
P 5681 5708 5708 5646 4869 2623 12192

6 S 5780 5664 5665 6199 5723 2623 10746
P 5073 5708 5708 5646 4998 2623 9501

7 S 5708 5664 5665 5682 5226 2623 10418
P 5708 5708 5708 5646 4400 2623 12254

8 S 6821 6804 5665 6199 4998 2623 11597
P 5250 6292 5708 5646 4998 2623 9568

~
Minimums

S 5708 5664 5665 5682 4998 2623 9034
P 5073 5708 5708 _ 5244 4400 2623 8982

Maximums
S 6821 6804 5708 8391 8079 2623 11597
P 6099 6292 5708 5646 6499 2623 12254

Global Minimums (Not including consumer 7)
Scheduler (S) = 2623 pounds
Prototype System (P) = 2623 pounds

Global Maximums (Not including consumer 7)
Scheduler (S) = 8391 pounds
Prototype System (P) = 6499 pounds
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Table 5 gives the minimum projected buffer inventory for

each consumer and each schedule, along with the global mini-

mum for each consumer over all schedules and the global min-

imum over all tests. Except for the last consumer, the

prototype is consistently lower than or equal to the sched-

uler's minimum inventory level. The global minimum of 3194

pounds for both the scheduler's and the prototype's schedules

indicates that the maximum relaxation required was two steps

(two 500 pound increments).

Table 6 gives the differences between the maximum and

minimum buffer inventory levels. The prototype's difference

is generally smaller because it does not build up a safety

stock like the scheduler, so its inventory levels do not have

as far to drop before the next scheduled batch is added to

the buffer inventory.

5,3.; Ergtotygg ggggugiog Eggaggteg;

Table '7 gives the number of sub-problems the partial

processor sequencing layer of the prototype system broke the

problem into. This number is equal to the largest consumer

demand ixxlbatches remaining after the full processor sched-

uling. The total execution time for each problem solved by

the prototype is also given.
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Table 7. Prototype Execution Parameters

Test Number of Sec. per
Case Subproblems Subproblem _

1 21 640.33 30.49 4
2 11 364.27 33.12
3 11 335.07 30.46
4 11 326.07 29.64
5 11 383.94 34.90
6 21 678.05 32.39
7 21 592.00 28.19
8 21 686.67 32.70

Avg. =
31.49
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Execution times for all layers except for the partial

processor sequencing layer were on the order of a few sec-

onds. Most of the execution time was spent in the partial

processor sequencing layer, so dividing the total execution

time by the number of sub-problems provides a reasonably ac-

curate estimate of the execution time per sub-problem. The

execution times are excessive for three reasons:

1. The tests were conducted using an interpreted version of

Prolog.

2. The data structures were designed for clarity rather than

efficiency.

3. As the program evolved, older, redundant code was not

deleted, causing duplicate calculations.

Efficiency was not a concern during prototype development;

rather, the objective was to design a system whose perform-

ance was comparable to the scheduler.

5,5 A§A;,!§;§ OF 35553,15

The small degree of constraint relaxation indicates that

the prototype system comes close to its purpose of finding

schedules that best fulfill the problem constraints. Con-

sidering that the prototype system uses only a limited set

of knowledge concerning the pmoblem’s objectives and con-
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straints and the scheduler's methods and rules-of-thumb, the

similarity between the schedules of the prototype system's ,

and the scheduler is impressive.

With regard to this research's objectives, all have been

fulfilled. The success of the prototype system demonstrates

that hierarchical planning and constraint-directed search can

effectively be used as a bmsis for scheduling systems for

problems like the case study. These techniques also provide

a useful framework for expressing and using human scheduler's

knowledge and methods.

Even though the prototype system was not designed to

backtrack between layers or sub-period problems, it found

good schedules. This gives support to the approach of di-
“

viding the schedule period into sub-period problems. The

adherence to the preference constraint demonstrated that the

sub-period problems could see far enough into the future to

not prematurely assign processors.

The successful comparison between the prototype's per-

formance and that of the scheduler indicates that AI-based

scheduling systems can be used in real world situations, not

just in academic demonstrations. This result is important
to industry given the current wealth of toy expert systems ß

and dearth of operational expert systems addressing indus-
|

trial problems.
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5.4.; Evaluation of System Eerfgngggge

The quality of the schedules produced by the prototype

is best illustrated by the fact that its schedules for the

test period are similar enough to the scheduler's that they

could be used in actual production operations with little

difference in the net result. This is not to say the proto-

type system could be used for regular scheduling; substantial

additional programming is needed to develop an operational

system, which is outlined in Section 5.5. But the prototype

has achieved its purpose of demonstrating the viability of

using an AI approach to developing scheduling systems for

problems like the case study.

An interesting observation is that for those consumers

that had little or no changes from day to day in their product

type or consumption rate, the two methods produced almost

identical schedules. This illustrates the consistency with

which the prototype approached and solved the problems. The

effect of changes from other consumers were kept localized

to their sections of the schedule.

5,4.3 gg;gtiog§hig tg Pgeyioug ggggaggg

With respect to previous research, the prototype system

has added support to the results of work which applies AI

methodologies to industrial scheduling problems, such as ISIS
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[31]. Much work remains to be done before AI methodologies

are as widely recognized as scheduling theory, discrete sim-

ulation, and interactive scheduling. This research provides

a step in that direction. Most of the research in scheduling

theory models the problem as an objective function subject

to a system of constraints [3]. This research has demon-[

strated that modeling a scheduling system as a system of

constraints to be satisfied, and relaxed as necessary, is a

viable alternate approach.

Although the case study used in this research is not as

complex as many job shop problems, the prototype system was

tested on actual operating data and performed favorably com-

pared to the human scheduler. No such comparison has been

reported to date for ISIS, so the results of this research

make a more convincing case for applying· AI methods to

scheduling problems. What remains to be done is to implement

an operational AI-based scheduling system on a regular basis.

The prototype system has demonstrated that hierarchical

planning and constraint·directed search are useful techniques

for developing scheduling problems similar to the case study

in this research. These techniques also provide a framework

for using human knowledge, methods and rules—of-thumb in a

scheduling system. Most recent AI research has found little

application for the debugging approach used by Sussman in

HACKER [92]. The prototype system has demonstrated that ju-

· dicious use of debugging in conjuction with other techniques
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can require less programming and execution time than pure

backtracking.

_ By breaking the scheduling period into sub—periods, the

prototype system was able to schedule jobs in parallel. In
V

the case study problem, parallel scheduling is essential be-

cause of the nature of the constraints. While the developers

of ISIS mention they are working on adding parallel schedul-

ing abilities to ISIS, no reports have appearmd on their

progress. It has been shown that solving sub-period problems

in sequence can reduce the complexity of the problem, enabl-

ing parallel scheduling.

§,5 SQGGESIED PgOTQI1E§ §Y§I§M EEHANCEMBNIS

There are three general areas in which enhancements

could be made to improve the performance and usefulness of

the prototype system. The first concerns the ability of the

system to produce good solutions for a wide variety of situ-

ations. The second concerns the representation methods used

in developing the knowledge base. The third concerns sup-

porting software needed to enable the system to operate in

an industrial environment on a regular basis.

With regard to the first area, more knowledge of special

cases and methods for dealing with them could be added. The

partial processor loading layer in particular could be ex-

panded to include processor capacity constraints and a pro-
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- cedure to make specific loading assignments of batches to

processors. This enhancement would greatly reduce the work

currently done by the partial processor sequencing layer.

And, as breaking the schedule period into sub-periods pro-

vided a useful means to deal with large search spaces and

'dtime—dependent constraints in the sequencing layer, so too

could the use of sub-periods prove useful in the loading

layer. However, rather than basing sub-period boundaries on

specific constraints, the sub-periods of this layer would

probably best be defined by changes in production capacity

or consumer demand.

The data structures currently used in the system would

support additions up to a point, beyond which their inflexi-

bility would become a hindrance to adding new information.

Therefore, a serious attempt to add more knowledge to the

system should begin with the design of a flexible and robust

scheme for representing the problem domain. Knowledge rep-

resentation is one of the most intensely studied topics in

AI today [49]. Much of E‘ox's work on ISIS [31] was concerned

with developing a "factory modeling langauge". In partic-

ular, a consistent means for expressing and using constraints

should be developed. If Prolog is used in an improved sys-

tem, an indexing scheme for search space clauses could pro-

vide such a method [83].
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To build an operational production scheduling system,

in addition to the enhancements mentioned above, the follow#

ing software needs to be developed:

1. A knowledge acquisition sub—system.

2. User-friendly, interactive interfaces suitable for shift

foremen.

3. A permanent database.

4. Regenerative capabilities for updating schedules during

a schedule period.

5. A Production Planning System as outlined in Appendix A.

6. A Product Information System as outlined in Appendix A.
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CHAPI§g 6 CONCLUSIOQ

This chapter summarizes the research, presents conclu-

sions, and suggests some areas for further research. _

6,1 g§SEAgC§ SUMMAg1

While computerized production scheduling is a growing

need in industry, the tools currently available for develop-

ing such systems are not robust enough to handle many real

problems. The research resulting in ISIS [31] suggests that

AI research in hierarchical planning and constraint-directed

search can provide some additional tools for building

computer-based scheduling systems. ISIS was developed for

job shop problems and schedules jobs one at a time in prior-

ity order. This research addresses parallel processor prob-

lems in which sequencing constraints require jobs to be

scheduled in parallel.

The specific objectives of this research were to:

1. Investigate the use of hierarchical planning and

constraint—directed search in developing* a. prototype

scheduling system that incorporates knowledge and

heuristics from a human scheduler. The system addresses
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a case study involving parallel processors that supply
in-process inventory buffers.

2. Investigate the approach of dividing the schedule period

into sub-period problems to allow scheduling in parallel
as a means of dealing with sequencing constraints while

minimizing backtracking.

3. Test the prototype system on actual real-world operating
data from the case study for which the human scheduler

has already made schedules to measure the relative per-
formance of the prototype system.

The procedure used to construct the system consisted of
_ the following steps:

l. Gather data on the case study's physical system

2. Analyze the physical system

3. Specify the prototype scheduling system

4. Develop the knowledge base

5. Develop the hierarchical planner

6. Develop means for representing and using constraints

7. Test the prototype system.

While this ordering represents the general sequence of steps

in system development, in practice, considerable iteration
was necessary to answer questions and to properly interface
the system routines.
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The purpose of the prototype system is to satisfy the

specified case study constraints with a ndnimum of relaxa-

tion. Constraints included in the prototype system are:

1. Preference for specific processors by consumers

2. Buffer safety stock

3. Buffer capacity

4. Sequencing of batches on processors

5. Production capacity

6. Schedule forms.

The first two constraints can be relaxed by the system up to

a limit while searching for a feasible solution. The choice

of a solution from a set of feasible solutions is based on

the relative priorities of the products.

The completed prototype scheduling system has five lay-

ers in its hierarchical planner, all but the second of which

perform constraint-directed search for problem solutions at

their levels of representation: —

1. Full processor scheduling

2. Special batch scheduling

3. Partial processor loading

4. Partial processor sequencing

5. Batch demand scheduling.
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A
"Full processor" refers to those processors whose production
capacity is dedicated to one product. "Partial processor"
refers to those processors whose production capacity is di- .
vided between two or more products. The layers are executed
in sequence, each layer solving part of a problem or creating
constraints on the lower layers. If the constraints of a
layer cannot be fulfilled, a lower layer will relax those
constraints rather than cause backtracking to the previous
layer. The second and fifth layers use debugging 1x> repair
plans from higher layers that become infeasible at lower
layers.

Comparisons between the prototype scheduling system and
the human scheduler were based on the degree to which con-
straints were relaxed in finding a feasible schedule. The
two constraints that could be relaxed were: Il) preference
for specific processors by consumers, and 2) the lower buffer
inventory limit. Tests were performed on eight days of op-
erating data, during which time 1007 batches were scheduled.

In these eight schedules, both the scheduler and the
prototype scheduled only one batch on a non—preferred
processor. The scheduler relaxed the lower buffer inventory
limit constraint for 1.3 percent of the batches, while the
prototype relaxed the constraint for 2.0 percent of the
batches. The primary difference between the two schedules
was the scheduler's practice of scheduling more product than
the buffers could hold to insure safety stock, which the
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prototype did not do because it could not relax the buffer

capacity constraint. Because the prototype based scheduling

decisions on detailed buffer inventory projections, rather

than estimates as the scheduler used, it is possible that the

prototype does not need to follow the scheduler in relaxing

this constraint.

Inasmuch as the jprototype system.·was successful in

achieving its objective of satisfying constraints with a

minimum of relaxation, the objectives of this research were

fulfilled. Hierarchical planning and constraint-directed

search were found to be useful methodologies for developing

scheduling systems for problems like the case study in this

research. They also provide a framework for expressing and

using human scheduler's knowledge and methods. Dividing the

schedule period into sub-period problems allowed parallel

scheduling without backtracking between layers or sub-

periods. The prototype system produced schedules of a qual-

ity comparable to the human scheduler's for the cases tested.

These results add support to previous work applying AI to

scheduling problems, and demonstrates that modeling a sched-

uling problem as a search to satisfy constraints is a viable

alternative to the classical objective function and system

of constraints model.
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6,2 ßESEARCH CONCLUSIONS ·

The conclusions of this research can be summarized as

follows:

1. For parallel processor· problems with sequencing con-

straints, AI methods can provide a viable tool for de-

veloping computer-based scheduling and sequencing

systems.

2. For problems like the case study used in this research,

hierarchical planning used in conjunction with

constraint-directed search provides a framework for cap-

turing and using human scheduler's knowledge. These

methods can also provide the means to develop scheduling

systems that combine a scheduler's knowledge with algo-

rithms developed from an engineering analysis of the

problem.

3. Dividing the schedule period into sub-period problems

provides a practical means to reduce the complexity of a

scheduling problem to allow parallel scheduling (consid-

ering all processors and all consumers simultaneously).

4. For problems similar to the case study, AI-based sched-

uling systems can develop schedules of a quality compa-

rable to a human scheduler's for routine conditions.
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5. Constraint satisfaction, as opposed to solving an objec-

tive function, is a useful alternative method for model-

ling scheduling problems.

6. The "debugging" technique for repairing plans can save

programming and execution time over pure backtracking in

AI-based scheduling systems when used as a supplement to

hierarchical planning and constraint-directed search.

6,3 g§ooMMEgDATIoN$ Fog Euglggg g§S§Agg§

Recommendations for further research include:

1. Because many production systems operate in increasingly

H dynamic environments, computer—based scheduling systems

cannot be tied too closely to one scheduler's knowledge.

, A manager’s decision or new product development can make

a scheduler's expertise obsolete overnight. Rather, the

system should be based on an engineering analysis of the

production operation, with provisions for adding a

scheduler's heuristic knowledge to improve system per-

formance in the current situation. To accomplish this,

research must be done in three areas: l) How AI methods

can be used to express and solve analytical models of

production operations, 2) How analytical models and

heuristic knowledge can be combined in one system, and

3) How scheduler's knowledge can be explicitly repres—
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ented in the system to facilitate updates and mainte-

nance.

2. While this research has demonstrated the usefulness of

dividing scheduling problems into sub-periods within a

hierarchical planner framework, many questions remain as

to what criteria should be used in different situations

for defining sub-period boundaries.

3. In this research, once a sub-period problem was solved,
J,

it was never necessary to backtrack and re-solve the
problem. In situations where higher layers cannot fore-

see problems and sometimes lead lower layers down the

wrong path, backtracking through sub-periods could be

needed. In these cases, several questions arise con-

cerning how the sub-period parameters should be repres-

ented to allow backtracking without recalculating the

complete sub-problem, and how the previous solution can

be combined with the new information to quickly produce

a new solution.
·

4. Before AI methods can be widely used for solving indus-

trial problems, the method for developing AI-based sys-

tems must become a procedure rather than the art it

currently is.
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APPENDI; A, CAS§ STUDY ANALYSIS

The following sections present the case study. Only the

major aspects of the case study are presented in the interest

of brevity. The purpose of these sections is to illustrate

the nature of the problem and emphasize those points that

pertain to the specifications of the prototype scheduling

system. Several aspects of the case study's physical system

were examinad to provide the data needed for development.

The specific aspects included:

l. Products scheduled and their attributes.

2. Product users and their attributes.

' 3. Processors and their attributes.

4. Standard operating procedures of the production opera-

tion.

5. Informal operating procedures of the production opera-

tion.

6. Interfaces with other operations and departments within

the organization. ·
7. Objectives of the production operation. -

8. Constraints on the production operation. ‘

9. Methods and knowledge of the scheduler.
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Study of the first eight aspects preceded extensive inter-

viewing of the scheduler so that the scheduler’s methods and

knowledge could be clearly understood and documented.

5,1 QPEBAILQN QOMEON§§I§

There are three stages of parallel, identical batch

processors, connected by material handling systems and buff-

ers. Figure 7 provides a system flow diagram showing the

department's interrelationships. Each stage of the depart-

ment zis on,a separate floor of the facility. A description

of each stage's function follows.
'

There are three types of processors:

1. remove excess water from the

raw materials.

2. apply high heat and pressure
to change the material's chemistry.

3. eenvert the material te pewder
form. They share a common set of rails for moving be-

tween second stage processors.

There are three areas where material is held in buffers

(queues) to balance production:
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° · Input
Buffer

Input Material
Handling System

· · First Stage ·
Processors

1 2 ......... . I

Intermediate Material
‘ Handling System

— Second Stage ·1 2 3 ProcessorsThird
StageProcessors __

1 _ 2 ............ K
I__ (processors move __ ·

I on rails)

I I Output MaterialIHandlingSystem1 2 Output Buffers
In—Process

Down-line Processors ......... Buffer

Figure 7. Production System Flow Diagram
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1. 1hg_inpg;_buffg; holds several days supply of raw mate-

rials, and therefore from a scheduling viewpoint, can

bemodeledas having an infinite capacity.

2. Ihg_jg;p;ggeg;_bu§fg; is needed because the consumption

rate of down—line processors is not matched to the pro-

duction rate of the department. When the department is

producing more product than needed, the excess is stored

in the in-process buffer. When the department's capacity

cannot meet demand, the difference is made up with prod-

uct from this buffer.

3. decouples the batch processors from the

continuous-rate consumers. Normally there is one buffer

per down-line consumer with a capacity of four batches.

The material is moved within the system by several dif-

ferent material handling systems.

1- is a pipeline that
connects the input buffer with the first stage process-

ors.

2- is a pipeline
with valves that can be configured to move a batch from

a first stage processor to a second stage processor.

3- is a single menerail
with batch—size motorized containers for moving completed

product from the third stage processors to the output
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buffers or the in-process buffer. Sidings allow con-

tainers to pass each other.

4- moves batches
from the monorail to the in-process buffer. The system

includes two alternative methods: a pneumatic tube or

manual dollies and forktrucks.

Each stage has a fixed cycle time which does not vary

with product type and can be considered deterministic. The
second stage cycle time is four times as long as the first

and third stages. Therefore, each first and third stage

processor is assigned to a contiguous block of four on-line

second stage processors. First to second stage assignments

are achieved through opening or closing valves in the inter-

mediate material handling system. Third stage processors

move on rails between second stage processors. Because of

the fixed cycle times and processor assignments, the sched-

uling of a batch on a first stage processor automatically

determines the schedule for the second and third stages.

This is seen in the standard form, Figure 8, the scheduler

uses for corrununicating the schedule, which only specifies the -
first stage schedule. Therefore, from a scheduling view-
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lst Stage Processor Schedule

2nd Stage Product 1st Stage 2nd Stage 3rd Stage Special
Processor Code Start Start Start Comments

1 XXXX X.X:XX XX:XX XX:XX
2 XXXX XX:XX XX:XX XX:XX
3 XXXX XX:XX XX:XX XX:X.X _
4 XX.XX XX:XX XX:X.X XX:XX
1 XXXX XX:XX X.X:X.X XX:XX
2 XXXX X.X:XX X.X:X.X XX:X.X
3 XXXX XX:XX XX:XX XX:XX
4 XXXX X.X:XX XX:XX XX:XX
1 XXXX XX:XX XX:XX X.X:XX
2 XXXX XX:XX XX:XX XX:X.X
3 XXXX XX:XX XX:XX XX:XX
4 XXXX XX:XX XX:X.X XX:XX

Figure 8. Standard Schedule Form
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point, the department can.be modeled as n parallel processors

supplying m buffers.

To level the power demand, batch cycle start times are

staggered between the first stage processors and are speci-

fied in the standard schedule form. The start times are

refered to as "batch slots", and when a batch is scheduled

in a slot, its time of completion can be considered

deterministic.

In the short term, production capacity is fixed by the

current assignment of first and third stage processors to

groups of second stage processors. In the long term, capac-

ity is adjusted by starting up or shutting down processors

("putting on-line" or "taking off-line"), which requires a

realignment of assignments between the stages. Processors

are also taken off-line for scheduled or unscheduled mainte-

nance.

5.3 $CH§gUL§g'§ 0Bg§QI;y§S

The department's general objective is to provide down-
ß

line consumers with a continuous supply of the right quantity

of product within quality control limits. Because of the

expensive effects of interrupting the product flow, main-

taining a udnimum level of product in the output buffers is

viewed as a constraint on scheduling that cannot be relaxed.
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The department's specific objective is to maximize

product quality. The first and second stage processors,

while identical in. theory, each produce a product with

slightly different properties. Consumers must adjust their

processors each time the batch source changes in order to
u

keep their own products within quality limits. Therefore,

the scheduling objective is to maximize the consistency (or

minimize the deviation) of assigning production runs to first

and second stage processors. The scheduler's rule-of-thumb

that expresses this objective is "make it today where you

made it yesterday". The system constraints make this a non-

trivial task.

9,,4 SCH§DULER'§ cO§SI3A;N]§§

There is a large variety and number of constraints on

the scheduler, many of which are specific to special batches

or situations. In this research, only the major constraints

are included:

1. gggueggei Certain product types cannot follcw certain

other product types. These restrictions can be expressed

in a "From-To" style matrix, Figure 9.

2. Bg§fe;_jgäg5;g_ The output buffers must be maintained

between minimum (one batch) and maximum (four batches)
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Batch Transition Summary

Key: O - Do Not Make
1 - OK, But Check Ingredient Adjustments

Previous Batch on Processor
Current
Batch

A 1 1 1 1 1 O 1 1 O O
B 1 1 1 O 1 1 O 1 O O
C O 1 1 1 1 O 1 1 O O
D O O O 1 1 O 1 1 O O ~
E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
F 1 O 1 1 O 1 1 1 O 1
G O 1 O O O O 1 1 O O
H 1 O O O 1 O 1 1 1 1
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Figure 9. Sample Summary of Sequence Constraints
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levels. The in—process buffer level must be kept to a

'minimum, and used on a first in, first out basis.

3. gapagityi One hundred percent of on-line production ca·

pacity must be used. When second stage processors are

brought on-line after maintenance, the first batch out

must be mixed in equal parts with the next four batches

to the product consumer.

4. §ghggglg_j;g3gg_ Processor production cycles must begin

at specific times as given in the standard schedule.

Each first stage processor has its own schedule, and the

schedule forms must be choosen. so that. third stage

processors do notconflict.5.

Ma;e;ial_Handling; While the material handling system

can handle a limited amount of "cross-trucking", the

scheduler should try to schedule batches to be made in

processors that are in close physical proximity to the

destination output buffer. There are material handling

facilities for batches not going into buffers, such as

in—process inventory and experimental batches. The

scheduler should keep the number of different types of

non—buffer batches to three or less in a 24—hour period.

6. In-process inventory batches can

only be used to meet consumer demand after notifying the

consumer and at the rate of mixture with fresh batches

specified by the consumer.
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7. Agitateg Egocessors; The last processor in each stage
‘ is reserved for producing specical "agitated" products.

When agitated products are in production, the adjacent

second stage processor cannot be used. Agitated second

stage processors cannot make products that require more

than one special ingredient.

8. Timing; Schedules must be available at least eight hours

before the schedule start time. Schedules normally cover

a 24-hour period, but sometimes up to a 7-day schedule

is needed. Schedule changes are not effective until four

hours from the time of of the change.

A,§ ggugggbßg g§§g B! §Q§§QUL§ß

The knowledge used by the scheduler can be grouped into

five general categories that correspond to the types of ob-

jects found in this scheduling environment:

1. Cgggumegsi Consumer identification, consumer status, 1
product types, consumption rates, number of positions,

efficiency ratings, production run start and end dates

and times, buffer identification, buffer capacity, .

internal buffer capacity, priority, current production

run history, last buffer inventory, time of buffer in-

ventory, processor preference.

’
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2. Products; Product identification, ingredients, batch

size, property test limits, consumer identification.

3. Current status, date and time of scheduled

status changes, current first to second to third stage

assignments, schedule form assignments, total batches

sinces last maintenance, total special batches since last

maintenance.

4. lgyggtggyi Container identification, product identifi-

cation, date produced, net weight, special ingredients,

status, storage location.

5. Standard form format, processor-batch as-

signments, special instructions to foremen, final buffer

status.

The basic procedure the scheduler uses for developing a

department schedule involves three distinct but interacting

steps:

1-cate demand in terms of pounds per hour, but because of

down·line interruptions, something less than this amount

is actually required„ The scheduler can estimate from

experience how much product each consumer will actually

use. After computing the nominal demand by multiplying
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the pounds per hour by 24 and dividing by the batch

weight, the scheduler rounds the demand up or down de-

pending on the observed efficiency of the particular

consumer and the current output buffer inventory. If a

consumer is changing product types, extra batches must

be scheduled to fill the consumer's internal buffer and

provide an initial charge for the department's output

buffer.

The sum of the batch requirements of all the con-
sumers gives the total batch demand for the schedule pe-

riod. This number normally does not equal the current

production capacity, which is a mmltiple of the number

of on-line stage two processors. To balance capacity and
demand, the scheduler has two options: making or using

in-process inventory batches (for short term balancing),

or adjusting production capacity by bringing second stage

processors on-line or taking them off-line (for long term

balancing).

2. Given the batch require-

ments, the scheduler next assigns batches to processors.

If the batch types and quantities are similar to the

previous day’s requirements, the previous schedule's as-

signments can be used. If processors have gone off-line

or come on-line, some assignment must be changed„ This

must be done so that the disruption to existing assign-

ments is minimized while observing the operation's con-
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straints. Because consumers have relative priorities,

the scheduler must give preference to the higher priority

assignments.

The scheduler breaks this step into two problems:

assigning second stage processors that will make only one

product type :h1 the schedule period, (full processor

problem) and assigning second stage processors that will

make more than one product type (partial processor prob-

lem). Two benefits are gained from this division: con-

sumers tend to get most of their products from the same

source which increases product quality, and the sequenc-

. ing problem is limited to a few processors, thereby re-

ducing scheduling complexity. Figure 10 illustrates the

work sheet the scheduler uses to plan these two steps.

The form provides little in the way of guidance in.making

assignment decisions. The scheduler uses experience and

pattern recognition abilities to complete in the form as

assignments are made.

3. To roughly match the consumer's con-

stant rate demand and maintain output buffer inventory

levels, the scheduler must sequence the batches assigned

to each processor. Because of sequence constraints and

the staggered batch slots, this step can require numerous

iterations by the scheduler. A typical schedule contains

from 100 to 200 batch slots that need to be filled with

approximately 10 different products. The scheduler deals
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Processor - Batch Assignment Worksheet

Consumers / Demand
1/ 2/ 3/ 4/

7
Processors/
Capacity

1 / 10 10
2 / 10 1 1 5 3
3 / 6 6
4 / 10 10
5 / 10 10

Figure 10. Scheduler's Assignment Work Sheet (Partially
Completed)
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with the combinatorial complexity by xemembering what

patterns of assignments work well for particular situ-

ations.

Interactions arise when constraints in one step prevent_

a solution for that step from being achieved. When this

happens, the scheduler must return to the previous step and

make the appropriate adjustments to allow the constraints in

the step in question to be fulfilled. For example, if during

the sequencing step the scheduler finds that constraints

prevent finding a feasible sequence on a processor, the

scheduler might return to the first step and change the

choice of batch type designated for the in-process inventory.

This new batch type would be one that meets the sequencing

constraints for the processor in question.

A,] SC§§gU|,§g'§ gy!,§§-QE-Ißgßß

The scheduler uses rules-of-thumb to define and limit

the space of possible solutions, choose between alternatives,

and provide guidance when problems arise in the course of

performing the basic scheduling procedure. Many of these

rules are conflicting, either because they only apply in

specific contexts or because they represent opposing goals

requiring compromise. These rules by themselves do not pro-

vide a sufficient framework for expressing the methods the
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scheduler uses. Rather, they provide decision rules to guide

the execution of the basic steps in specific situations.

The rules, grouped by the basic scheduling procedure

step to which they most apply, are:

1. Consumers in department "A" use close to the stated

amount of product, while consumers in department "B"
consistently use less than the stated amount.

2. Anticipate problems by planning to have a little more

production capacity than needed.

3. Double check consumer product change requests for

reasonableness and mistakes.

1. Make it where you made it yesterday.

2. Scheduling from the north end to the south end of the

facility is easier than scheduling in the other di-

rection.

3. Product "A", used by consumer "A", is used as a

"filler" for left-over batch slots because it has

fewer sequencing constraints than other products.

No attempt is made to keep this product on specific

processors. ·

4. Use the processors with the longest time since the

last overhaul for the lower priority products.
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5. When other factors have not already determined

processor-batch assignments, assign batches to the

. second stage processor· physically* closest to the

products' output buffers.

6. Make in-processor inventory, experimental and other

batches not going to an output buffer in second stage

processors close to the appropriate material handling

systems.

7. When changing between daylight and standard times and

vice versa, use special schedule forms.

8. Several product specific rules exist of the form:

If the product is of class A, try to assign it to the

processor with the minimum ·production. history of

class B batches.

1. When making initial batches for aa product change,

sequence them so that the last batch is ready just

prior to the time of the change.

2. When it is essential to sequence incompatible pro-

ducts on the same ·processor, find a “transition

batch" that is compatible with both batches to

schedule in between.

3. When a processor first comes on-line, schedule an

in-process inventory batch in the first batch slot.
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1. When processor failures occur and the output buffer
‘ for a product is about to run out, it is better to

use in-process inventory without consumer permission

than to let the buffer run out.

2. Treat batches held for quality·problems as in-process

inventory.

3. If a second stage processor is delayed more than 15

minutes, drop the schedule by sliding it to the next

time slot.

4. Make notes on the schedule and in the log book to

alert foremen to special conditions and to give spe-

cial instructions.

A,§ MA§AGEM§§I'§ OBJECT'§V§§

The problem involves developing a daily production

schedule and updating the schedule during the day if condi-

tions change. The complexity of the schedule requires a

full-time scheduler with several years of experience in the

department. Under normal conditions, the schedule changes

little from day to day and the scheduler can make a new daily

schedule ix: one to two hours. When there are major product

changes or production difficulties, the scheduler requires

upwards of eight hours to create the next day's schedule.

Department foremen's knowledge of the operation allows

them to distinguish between schedules that meet the depart-
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ment's objectives and constraints and those that do not.

They have sufficent experience to adjust the schedule for
small changes, but they do not have the experience necessary

to develop a schedule. When major changes are needed, the

foremen call upon the scheduler at any time of the day or

night to modify or rework the schedule to adapt to the new

conditions. Before the scheduler goes on vacation or re-

tires, several weeks must be spent training the replacement,

who usually is a former department foreman.

The management of the production facility wants to aug-

ment or replace the scheduler with a computer-based schedul-

ing system for the following reasons:

l. Reduce operating expenses by eliminating the scheduler's

salary.

2. Eliminate the impact of losing schedulers.

3. Reduce operating expenses by eliminating the need to

train new and relief schedulers.

4. Provide a tool that foremen would use to create an eight

hour schedule at the beginning of their shifts.

5. Provide a tool to allow foremen to make timely and ef-

fective adjustments to the schedule when system changes

arise.

6. Implement a management philosophy change in which deci-

sions are made at the lowest possible level of the or-

ganization.
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A,Q PgEV;OUS D§V§LOPM§NI EEEOgI§

Several attempts were made to develop an algorithmic or

heuristic based scheduling system that could effectively re-

place the scheduler. Algorithmic models of the operation

were developed which were either too complex to solve or did

not accurately reflect the problem's objective and con-

straints. Other problems with the analytical approaches in-

cluded:

1. Heavy reliance on arbitrary quantification of the oper-

ation's qualitative attributes.

2. The great expense that would be required to modify the

model if the operation's objective or constraints

changed.

3. The difficulty of dealing with interactions between steps

in the scheduling process. For example, if after devel-

oping batch sequences for a processor, suppose it becomes

apparent that more batches of a batch type are needed to

meet constraints. This information would have to somehow

be passed, Zback to the production planning step and the

step re-executed.

An interactive scheduling system was considered, but

this would not achieve the goal of eliminating the scheduler

because scheduling experience would be necessary for devel-
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oping the schedule. An interactive scheduling system would

reduce much of the clerical work required and help project

the potential effects of scheduling decisions, but the user

must still be capable of making scheduling decisions. For

similar reasons, a discrete simulation-based scheduling sys-

tem would not replace the scheduler's experience.

5,10 EERF-'ORMANCE SPEQ;EIC5]§§QNS OE SCHEDU!,;[gG SYSTEEQ

The performance specifications of the needed scheduling

system can be summarized into three requirements:

1. The current department foremen and other department man-

agement should be able to use the scheduling system to

create or modify schedules in a udnimum time (after a

short training period).

2. The schedules produced by the system should fulfill all

scheduling constraints.

3. The schedules produced by the system should maintain

process-product assignment consistency (within the

bounds of the scheduling constraints) to the degree that

consumers are satisfied with product quality.
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A,l;, OUTL;NE OF COMP§„§T§ PRODUCT;OM SCHEDgI,;MG SYSTEM

Figure 11 gives aa graphical representation of the pro-

posed design of the complete production scheduling system's

basic structure. The knowledge and functions found in the

physical system of the case study can be grouped into three

separate but cooperating sub-systems. The sub-systems have

the following functions:

1. Forecast long term consumer demand.

2. Keep processor maintenance records and use them to

predict processor availability.

3. Plan production capacity requirements based on

projected demand and processor availability.

4. Calculate current consumer demand in batches.

5. Adjust demand based on observed consumer efficiency.

6. Keep in-process inventory records and use them to

manage inventory. i

7. Balance current demand and capacity by making or

consuming in-process inventory.

8. Determine product-processor preferences.

9. Combine data from the above functions to create a

complete production plan.
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Production Product Product
Planning 4—————————————— Information
Sub-System Data Sub-System

Production Product
Plan Data,

Sequence
Scheduling Constraints
& Sequencing
Sub-System

Complete Department
Schedule

Figure ll. Proposed Production Scheduling System Struc-
ture
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1. Given the production plan, assign product batches to

processors, maximizing achievement of product-

processor preferences.

2. Sequence the batches on each processor within the

limits of sequencing and other constraints.

3. Provide facilities for schedule modification.

4. Keep record of actual production for processor,

product and consumer histories.

1. Keep records on all products and their ingredients,

characteristics, specifications and production his-

tories.

2. Determine sequence constraints for pairs of products.

3. Determine compatibilities for pairs of products.

4. Track ingredient adjustments for products.
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APPEND;x B, §AMPLE LNEUI DAIA :

(assert
;***************************«*****************************
2 Schedule Program Test Data: 3/15/84

; File Name: t15.in
; Author: Mitchell S. Steffen
; Date: July 1985
; System: VAX ll/780
; Subsystem: HC Prover (Va Tech Prolog)

;***Schedule Date***

Z(schdate "3/15/84 (Computer)"))

2(out_file "tl5.out"))

;***List of Continuous Consumers in Priority Order***

é(conS list (R3lR R29R R28R R3OR R24R R27R R8") ))

;***List of Batch Consumers in Priority Order***

2(batch_list ("FS“) ))

;***List of Special Batches***

;***List of Processors***
(R1}! R4}! R6}! R7}! R8}! R9!} R10!} R11}! R13!} R14!}_

R15!}
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;***Continuous Consumer Data***

; ID Prod Batch Cons Lower Upper Start End
; Code Wt. Rate Limit Limit Time Time
((cons_data "3l" "K" 2620 32.8 4000 10000 0 1440))
((cons_data "29" "F" 2620 30.9 4000 10000 0 1440))
((cons_data "28" "G" 2620 30.9 4000 10000 0 1440))
((cons_data "30" "H" 2620 32.8 4000 10000 0 1440))
((cons_data "24" "E" 2620 28.0 4000 10000 0 1440))
((cons_data "27" "D" 2620 9.1 4000 10000 0 1440))
((cons_data "8" "C" 2620 56.4 12000 30000 0 1440))

;***Batch Consumer Data***

2 ID Code Qty Preference
((batch_data "FS" "FS" 9 ANY))

;***Special Batch Data***

; ID Code Proc Time

;***Consumer Production Plan in Batches***

2(cons_plan "3l" 18 ))
((cons_plan "29" 17 ))
((cons_plan "28" 17 ))
((cons_plan "30" 18 ))
((cons_plan "24" 15 ))
((cons_plan "27" 5 ))
((cons_plan "8" 31 ))
;***Consumer-Processor Preference***

2 First clause is most preferred processor, and so forth

2(cons_pref "3l" "7"))
((cons_pref "31" "6"))
((cons_pref "3l" "4")) 1
((cons_pref "3l" "1")) I((cons_pref "29" "9"))
((cons_pref "29" "8"))
((cons_pref "29" "10")) l
((cons_pref "29" "11"))
((cons_pref "28" "11"))

l((cons_pref "28" "10"))
((cons_pref "28" "9"))
((cons_pref
"28"((cons_pref"30" "16")) w
((cons_pref "30" "15"))
((cons_pref "30" "l4"))
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((cons_pref "30" "l3"))
((cons_pref "24" "l"))((cons_pref "24" "4"))
((cons_pref "24" "6"))
((cons_pref "24" "7"))
((cons_pref "27" "l3"))
((cons_pref "27" "l4"))
((cons_pref "27" "l5"))
((cons_pref "27" "16"))
((cons_pref "8" "l7"))
((cons_pref "8" "14"))
((cons_pref "8" "l3"))
((cons_pref "8" "4"))
((cons_pref "8" "l5"))
;***Processor Production Capacity During Scheduling Period

((slot_cnt "1" 10))
((slot_cnt "4" 10))
((s1ot_cnt "6" 10))
((s1ot_cnt "7" 10))
((slot_cnt "8" 10))
((slot_cnt "9" 10))
((s1ot_cnt "10" 10))
((s1ot_cnt "11" 10))
((s1ot_cnt

"13“
10))

((slot_cnt "14" 10)) y
((s1ot_cnt "15" 10))
((slot_cnt "16" 10))
((s1ot_cnt "17" 10))

;***Last Batch in Previous Schedule by Processor***

; (for checking sequencinq constraints)

((proc_slot "1" 0 -1 "E" nil nil))
((proc_slot "4" 0 -1 "C" nil nil))
((proc_slot "6" 0 -1 "K" nil nil))
((proc_slot "7" 0 -1 "K" nil nil))
((proc_slot "8" 0 -1 "F" nil nil))
((proc_slot "9" 0 -1 "F" nil nil))
((proc_slot "10" 0 -1 "FS" nil nil))
((proc_slot "11" 0 -1 "C" nil nil))
((proc_slot "13" 0 -1 "C" nil nil))
((proc_slot "14" 0 -1 "C" nil nil))
((proc_slot "l5" 0 -1 "H" nil nil))
((proc_slot "16" 0 -1 "H" nil nil))
((proc_slot "17" 0 -1 "C" nil nil))
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;***Initial Set of Consumers Assigned to Process0rs***

((proc_assign "1" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "4" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "6" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "7" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "8" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "9" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "10" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "11" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "13" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "14" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "15" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "16" 10 0 nil))
((proc_assign "17" 10 0 nil))

;***Time of First Slot and End of
; Availability for Process0rs***

((proc_starts (("1" 107 1440)("4" 143 1440)("6" 35 1440)
("7" 71 1440)("8" 13 1440)("9" 49 1440)
("l0" 85 1440)("11" 121 1440)("13" 99 1440)° ("14" 135 1440)("15" 27 1440)("16" 63 1440)
("17" 114 1440)) ))

;*4*4****+4***4**+*«***********+**+****«+**+***********«*«
; TABLE NAME: initinv
; USAGE: store initial buffer inventories
; AUTHOR: Mitchell S. Steffen
; DATE: July 1985
; KEY: Consumer ID

( (TABLE "initinv" UNCLASSIEIED (READ)
§"31" 7000) ·
("29" 6500)
("28" 8000)
("30" 7000)
("24" 8000)
("27" 7500)
("8" 22500)
)) )
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E*******««***************««*********«*************«*******
; TABLE NAME: transmat
; USAGE: store product transition information
; AUTHOR: Mitchell S. Steffen
; DATE: July 1985
; KEY: Product Code

;*·1··k·k*·k·k*·k¤\•·s\··k·!¢·k·k·k·ki··k·k·k*·k·k·k1\··k·k·k·k·k·£··k·I·*·k·k·k·k·k·k1\·*·k·k·k*·k·k*·k·A·*·1··k*·k

( (TABLE "transmat" UNCLASSIFIED (READ)
(HAH HBH HCH HDH HEH HFH HGH HHH HFSH

HIH HJH HKH))
("A" (2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))
("B" (2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))
("C" (2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))
("D" (1 1 2 2 O 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))
("E" (2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))
("F" (1 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))

II I! 2 2 2§··§r§·· Eäiäääääzäzäzää
("FS" (2 2 2 2 O 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))EääääääääääääääJ
("K" (1 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2))
)

) )

;***END ASSERT***

)
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AEEEND;x C. §AIlP;„§ _$_C|;(§DU!,;[·§G

EROBL§MProductionSchedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E K F G C H C
2 E K F G C H C
3 E K F G C H C
4 E K F G C H C
5 E K F G C H C
6 E K F G C H C
7 E K F G C H C
8 E K F G C H C
9 E K F G C H C
10 E K F G C H C

Partial Processor Guidance Constraints:
(created in full processor scheduling layer)

Consumer Processor
31 6
29 8
28 10
30 15
24 4
27 ‘ 13
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No special batches in input data, so no changes

Partial Processor Cuidance Constraints:
CO1‘1Sum€I‘ PI'0CeSS01:'

8 13
8 4
8 15

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / pI'OC&SSOI°

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E K F F G C H H C
3 E K F G C H C
4 E K F G C H C
5 E K F G C H C
6 E K F G C H C
7 E K F G C H C
8 E K F G C H C
9 E K F G C H C
10 E K F G C H C
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Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E K F F G C C H H C
3 E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E K F G C H C
5 E K F G C H C
6 E K F G C H C
7 E K F G C H C
8 E K F G C H C
9 E K F G C H C
10 E K F G C H C

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E K K F F G G C H H C
5 E K F G C H C
6 E K F G C H C
7 E K F G C H C
8 E K F G C H C
9 E K F G C H C
10 E K F G C H C
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Resg1t§ gf gth ägg-Period Eggglgm;
Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E K F F G G C H C
7 E K F G C H C
8 E K F G C H C
9 E K F G C H C
10 E K F G C H C

Be§g1;§ of 5th §gb-Period Rrgplgm;
Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E K K F F G G C H C
7 E E K F F G G D C H H C
8 E K F G C H C
9 E K F G C H C '
10 E K F G C H C
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ßegglts gf 6;; Su;-Period Problem;
Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G .D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E K K F F G G C C H C
7 E E K F F G G D C H H C
8 E K K F G C H H C
9 E K F G C H C
10 E K F G C H C

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)
U

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E K F F G G D C H H C
8 E K K F G G C H H C
9 E K K F F G C H H C
10 E K F G C H C
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gegglts gg 8th Su;-Period Problem;
Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K F G G C H H C
9 E K K F F G D C H H C
10 E K F F G C H C

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K F G G C C H H C
9 E K K F F G D C H H C
10 E K K F F G G C H H C
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3esg1;s of 10;; Su;-Pegiog E;g;1em;

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17
1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K F G G C C H H C
9 E C K K F F G D C H H C
10 E K K F F G G C H H C

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17
1 E E K K F G G D C C H C
2 E C K F F G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K F G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K F G G C C H H C
9 E C K K F F G D C H H C
10 E K K F F G G C C H H C
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Result; gf ßgggh Qemgng Sghedgligg Layer

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K FS F G G D C C H C
2 E C FS K F F FS G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K FS F FS G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E FS K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K FS F G G C C H H C
9 E C K K F F FS G D C H H C
10 E FS K K F F G G C C H H C
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APEENDIX D. §C|j§DUL§ß AND EßOTO]§!E§ SCl;|§DUL§§

Production Schedule For: 3/13/84 (Scheduler)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F F G G D C C H
2 E E K K C F G G C C C FS
3 E E K K F F C G D C C H
4 E E K K F F G G C C C H
5 E E K K C F G G D C C H FS
6 E E C K F F C G C C H H FS
7 E C K K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K F F G G C C H H C
9 E E K K FS F G G D C H H C
10 E C K K F F FS G C C H H C

Production Schedule For: 3/13/84 (Computer)

slot / PIOCESSOI

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K C F G G D C C H
2 E E C K F F C G C C C H
3 E E K K F F G G D C C H
4 E E K K F F G G C C C H
5 E C K K C F C G D C C H FS
6 E E K K F F G G C C H H FS
7 E E K K F F G G D C C H C
8 E C K K FS F G G C C H H C

V 9 E E K K F F C G D C H H C
10 E E K K F F G G H C FS H FS
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Production Schedule For: 3/14/84 (Scheduler)

slot / pI.‘OC€SSOI° °

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
2 E E K_ K_ C F G G C C C H C
3 E C K ‘K F F FS G D C H H C
4 E E K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K FS F G G D C H H C
6 E E FS K F F C G C C C H C
7 E C K K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K F F G G C C H H C
9 E E K K FS F G G D C H H C
10 E C K K F F FS G C C H H C

Production Schedule For: 3/14/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K FS F G G D C C H C
2 E E C K F F FS G C C H H C
3 E C K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E E K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K FS F FS G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K FS F G G C C H H C
9 E E K K F F FS G D C H H C
10 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
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Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Scheduler)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
2 E E FS K F F G G C C C H C
3 E C K K FS F FS G D C H H C
4 E E K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E C K K F F G G D C H H C
6 E E FS K FS F FS G C C C H C
7 E C K K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K F F G G C C H H C
9 E C K K FS F G G D C H H C
10 E FS K K F F FS G C C H H C

Production Schedule For: 3/15/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

l E E K K FS F G G D C C H C
2 E C FS K F F FS G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K FS F FS G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E FS K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K FS F G G C C H H C
9 E C K K F F FS G D C H H C
10 E FS K K F F G G C C H H C
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Production Schedule For: 3/16/84 (Scheduler) }

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 ll 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
2 E E FS K F F G G C C C H C
3 E C K K FS F FS G D C H H C
4 E E K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E C K K F F G G D C H H C
6 E E FS K FS F FS G C C C H C
7 E C K K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K _K F F G G C C H H C
9 E C K K FS F G G D C H H C
10 E FS K K F F FS G C C H H C

Production Schedule For: 3/16/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 E E K K FS F G G D C C H C
2 E C FS K F F FS G C C H H C
3 E E K K F F G G D C H H C
4 E C K K F F G G C C H H C
5 E E K K FS F FS G D C H H C
6 E C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 E E FS K F F G G D C H H C
8 E E K K FS F G G C C H H C
9 E C K K F F FS G D C H H C
10 E FS K K F F G G C C H H C
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Production Schedule For: 3/19/84 (Scheduler)

‘

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 A A K K F F G G. D C H H C
2 A FS FS K F F G G C C C H C
3 A C K K FS F FS G D C H H C
4 A A K K F F G ·G C C H H C
5 A C K K F F G G D C H H C
6 A A FS K FS F FS G C C C H C
7 A C K K F F G G D C H H C
8 A FS K K F F G G C C H H C
9 A C K K FS F G G D C H H C
10 A FS K K F F FS G C C H H C

Production Schedule For: 3/19/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 A A K K FS F G G D C C H C
2 A C FS K F F FS G C C H H C
3 A C K K F F G G D C H H C

. 4 A A K K F F G G C C H H C
5 A C K K FS F FS G D C H H C
6 A C K K F F G G C C C H C
7 A C FS K F F G G D C H H C
8 A FS K K FS F G G C C H H C
9 A A K K F F FS G D C H H C
10 A FS K K F F G G FS C H H C
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Production Schedule For: 3/20/84 (Scheduler)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

_ 1 A A SP I F F G G D C H H C
2 A C I I F F G G C C C H
3 A C I I C F C G D C H H
4 A A C I F F G G C C H H
5 A C I I F F G G D C H H
6 A A I I C F C G C C C H
7 A C C I F F G G D C H H
8 A C I I F F G G C C H H
9 A C I I SP F SP G D C H H
10 A C I I _F F G G C C H H

Production Schedule For: 3/20/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17

1 A A K K C F G G D C C H C
2 A C C K F F C G C C H H
3 A C SP K F F G G D C H H
4 A A K K F F G G C C H H
5 A C K K C F C G D C H H
6 A SP C K F F G G C C C H
7 A C K K F F G G D C H H
8 A A K K C F G G C C H H
9 A C C K F F C G D C H H .
10 A K K K F F G G SP C H H
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Production Schedule For: 3/21/84 (Scheduler)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16

1 J J I I F F G G D C H H
2 J J I I F F G G C C C H
3 J C C I C F C G D C H H
4 J C I I F F G G C C H H
5 J J I I F F G G D C H H
6 J C I I C F C G C C H H
7 J J C I F F G G D C C H
8 J C I I F F G G C C H H
9 J C I I C F C G D C H H
10 J SP C I F F G G C C H H

Production Schedule For: 3/21/84 (Computer)

slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16

1 J J C K C F G G D C C H
2 J C K K F F C G C C H H
3 J J K K F F G G D C H H
4 J C K K F F G G C C H H
5 J C C K C F C G D C H H
6 J J K K F F G G C C C H _ °
7 J C K K F F G G D C H H ·
8 J C C ·K C F G G C C H H
9 J J K K F F C G D C H H
10 J SP K K F F G G C C H H
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Production Schedule For: 3/22/84 (Scheduler) Q
h

slot / processor :
1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16

1 J J I I F F G G D C H H h
2 J SP C I F F G G C C C H
3 J C C I F F C G D C H H
4 J J I I C F G G C C H H
5 J SP I I F F G G D C H H
6 J C C I SI F C G C C C H
7 J C I I C F G G D C H H
8 J J I I F F G G C C H H
9 J SP I I F F C G D C H H
10 J C C I C F G G C C H H

Production Schedule For: 3/22/84 (Computer)

Slot / processor

1 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16

1 J J C K C F G G D C C H
2 J C K K C F C G C C H H
3 J C K K F F G G D C H H
4 J C C K F F G G C C H H
5 J J K K SP F C G D C H H
6 J SP C K SI F G G C C C H
7 J C K K F F G G D C H H
8 J J K K F F G G C C H H
9 J C C K F F C G D C H H
10 J F K K C F G G SP C H H
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